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On page 424 the name Sarah Bowen should be Sarah Bowers.
INTRODUCTION
The original documents which constitute the basis of treatises on
the relations of New Hampshire to the American Eevolution have
never been systematically and comprehensively assembled. It is not
possible to set bounds to such a collection. It necessarily extends back
into a comparatively remote antiquity, and collaterally into the archive?,
of other states, of the Federal government, and of other nations, and
into the accumulations of manuscripts and records in a large and con-
stantly increasing number of private, municipal, and educational libra-
ries. Much has been accomplished in recent years in the organization,
cataloguing, and description of these collections. This state has pub-
lished extensive installments of its archives and related documents, in
which the facts that should be sought for a narrative of the part per-
formed by its people in this important epoch are made apparent.
In this connection an outline of what has been published is not
inappropriate.
The journals of the five Eevolutionary conventions, in the con-
temporary records described as "Congresses," appear in volume 7 of
the State Papers series. Early in 1776 the fifth Provincial Congress
reported and adopted a state constitution, the first promulgated by
any American colony in the Eevolutionary period, and on that as a
basis caused a government to be organized and established. 8 N. H.
State Papers, 2; Journal of the Continental Congress, 1775, p. 319. It
was the expectation that this government would be temporary. Such
was the result, although an, attempt to adopt a more permanent form
of constitution in 1778 was a conspicuous failure. Manual of the Con-
stitution of New Hampshire, p. 71. The constitution of 1776 served
its purpose until that of 1784 was adopted and put into operation. In
this important period were preserved the journals of the Council, which
corresponded to the present Senate, the House of Eepresentatives, and
the Committee of Safety, which exercised extensive legislative and exec-
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utive powers when the legislature was not in session. The journals
of the Council and the House of Eepresentatives from 1774 to 1784
appear in the printed volume in the form of abstracts which show a
diminishing degree of fulness in transcription to the end of the period
named.
It is due to the department which had in charge this work to state
that this system of abstracts in place of a complete presentation of the
records, according to the original purpose of the editor, was the result
of the compulsory application of false ideas of economy in the prose-
cution of this work. It is estimated that six volumes of ordinary size
would have presented the journals in full, and would have thus ren-
dered all that is now buried in manuscript volumes imperfectly indexed
conveniently accessible for general investigation. This estimate in-
cludes, of course, the journal of the Committee of Safety as an essential
feature. This record has been printed in volume 7 of the Collections
of the Xew Hampshire Historical Society, but it is believed that eventu-
ally it will find place in the State Papers series, which will continue
the publication in full of the journals from 1754 to 1784, heretofore
printed in abstract only.
The controversy over the right of jurisdiction, which involved Ver-
mont as the principal, and Xew Hampshire and New York as interested
parties, was to Xcw Hampshire a constant source of danger and distrac-
tion from the. duty of performing a full part in the contest with Great
Britain. A part of the population in the counties bordering on the
Connecticut river held aloof from the Xew Hampshire Eevolutionary
government, and refused to recognize it as lawful, from the time of the
adoption of the constitution of 1776 to the determination of the con-
troversy by the intervention of Washington in January, 1782. 10 X.
H. State Papers, 462. At times the movement was towards an inde-
pendent state, which was to include territory on both sides of the river.
At other times it tended towards a union of a part of Vermont with
New Hampshire, or the annexation of a considerable part of this state
to Vermont. The issue was a troublesome one in Congress, where
Vermont was at a considerable disadvantage in having no representa-
tion. This condition of affairs was the occasion for the celebrated
Haldimand correspondence, from which it is a reasonable inference that
certain popular leaders in Vermont had by astute diplomacy made it
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appear to Governor Haldimand that it might not be for the futuro
interests of Great Britain for him to allow destructive British warfare
in the territory of Vermont. 2 Coll. Vt. Hist. Soc. The documents
relating to the conflicting claims of Jurisdiction over the region formerly
known as the Xew Hampshire Grants are somewhat voluminous, and
constitute part of the English and Canadian archives, as well as those
of New York, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Vermont. The first
New Hampshire collection of the documents relating to this subject
which could be regarded as comprehensive was edited by Dr. Bouton,
and published in volume 10 of this series. In volume 26 the charters
of townships and grants of lands to individuals by Governor Benning
Wentworth, west of the Connecticut river, were printed in full, with
appropriate notes. Four hundred copies were purchased and distributed
by the state of Vermont. The late Hon. Hiram A. Huse, State Libra-
rian of Vermont, cooperated with the editor of the volume in the
preparation of the material. The controversies which had their origin
in the events outlined in the editors preface to volume 26 culminated
in the period of the American Eevolution, and projected upon that
struggle a perplexing and dangerous complication. Its historical im-
portance has been made more apparent by the modern presentation o*
the documents relating to it in a systematic and accessible form. State
publications, however, have failed to reach what might constitute a
Tery extensive supplement to the printed archives relating to the A-'er-
mont controversy.
The state of New Hampshire, in volumes 14, 15, 16, and 17 of the
State Papers series, presented the rolls of the soldiers of the Eevolu-
tion in a form which was governed as nearly as possible by the rule
of exact reproduction. It was wisely decided that the peculiarities of
the original record should not be disregarded. The collection, arrange-
ment and editorial labor required for the publication of these docu-
ments was committed to the late Hon. Isaac W. Hammond, Editor of
State Papers and Deputy Secretary of State. What he accomplished
in this undertaking has met in a most satisfactory degree the exacting
tests of time and use. Moreover, it will be observed that Mr. Ham-
mond's collection was very nearly exhaustive of the available docu-
mentary material. In 1791 a committee of the legislature, of which
Jeremiah Smith was chairman, presented a report on the organizations
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that were engaged in the military service for New Hampshire in the
period of the war for independence. 9 X. H. Hist. Soc, Coll., 415. A
file of original Xew Hampshire Eevolntionary rolls exists in the pension
department at Washington, in an excellent state of preservation, except
that two volumes are missing. Xo systematic investigation has yet
been made to discover the personnel of New Hampshire service in the
Continental Army. A notable deficiency exists in the absence of rolls
of the thirty-one companies that w^ere sent from Xew Hampshire in
1775 for the reinforcement of Washington's army at the siege of Bos-
ton on the occasion of the inopportune withdrawal of the Connecticut
contingent. A list of the officers of these companies has been preserved,
and this indicates approximately the places from which they were
drawn. A few rolls, mainly of Continental service, have come to light
since the publication of Mr. Hammond's volumes, and are included in
this collection.
It has been said that at the time of tlie Royalton raid of 1780
there were more New Hampshire men under arms than at any other
period of the war. The rolls of companies, and almost all the other
evidence of service of the organizations responding to this alarm, have
disappeared. New Hampshire men were -engaged in Gen. Jacob Bailey's
Vermont brigade in 1777, and they were in the Massachusetts service
in great numbers. Many of the latter are unquestionably identified.
Research actuated and stimulated in recent years by various patriotic
hereditary societies has doubtless added largely to the sum of exact
knowledge of the men of the Revolution as members of family groups.
The material that will Ijc finally available for the history of New Hamp-
shire in that period, a work yet to be written, is constantly, though
slowly, coming into view, and is given appropriate place in the pub-
lished archives of the state. Stevens's Facsimiles of Manuscripts in
European Archives Relating to America, 1773-1783, are an invaluable
contribution to the documentary literature which is becoming accessible
in this country. It is to be regretted that Xew Hampshire historians
of the time of the Revolution failed to appreciate the importance of
their own view of the events of that great conflict, and of satisfactory
character sketches of the principal actors. Dr. Belknap, whose history
of New Hampshire will always rightly hold the highest place in litera-
ture of its class, condenses his narrative of events leading to actual
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hostilites into two chapters, thirty-two pages, while his story
of the
conflict itself occupies a single chapter of twenty pages.
The next
contribution to the documentary history of this period will necessitate
a comprehensive examination of the archives of England,
France, Ger-
many, and the Canadian provinces. It is not to be expected that such
an enterprise will ever be prosecuted by private efEort and expenditure.
In its importance, its character, and its scope it is manifestly govern-
mental.
It is a fact too significant to be overlooked that in the Eevolutionary
movement in New Hampshire the espousal of a common cause was an
individual affair, and the citizen, in his own person, constantly appears
in the records as the declarant of his sentiments and intentions; and
those who exercised the functions of leadership were thus enabled
to stand upon a foundation of unmistakable support and cooperation
on the part of the people. It did not appear to be admissible, from
either the standpoint of the leaders or that of their followers, that there
should be any possibility of misunderstanding as to the attitude, not
only of the state and the town, but of each citizen in his individual
capacity. Hence, if retaliation on the mother country was contemplated
by refusal to purchase her exportations to America, the assent of the
men of every town and parish was obtained over their individual signa-
tures. New Hampshire's Five Pro%dncial Congresses, by Joseph B.
Walker, pp. 9, 10; The Kew Hampshire Covenant of 1774, by Joseph
B. Walker. The actual identification of the people of the state as
individuals and as a body politic was a subject of vital interest, and pre-
saged consequences which could not be foreseen or predicted. Again
the men upon whom devolved the solemn duty of making effectual their
declared political purposes were asked to announce their attitude, to
espouse the cause of independence by subscribing to an instrument
called the Association Test. One of these documents was provided for
each town, and every male inhabitant of lawful age, except lunatics,
idiots, and negroes, was given an opportunity to join in the compact.
It was ordered that those who refused to sign were to be reported to
the Assembly by name. A remarkable approach to unanimity marked
the signing of this pledge throughout the state. The business of pro-
curing signatures, and of reporting the names of those who refused
to sign, was committed to the selectmen of each town. Either these
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pajjors were not circulated in all the towns, or, what is more probable,
many of them were not duly forwarded to the Assembly and were after-
wards lost, as not all the towns are represented in the returns now pre-
served in the archives. The total number of signers aggregates 8,567,
and 781 refused to sign for various reasons. These papers are of ex-
traordinary importance and value from every point of view. They ar3
reprinted in this volume with scrupulous accuracy and completeness,
and are carefully indexed.
The archives of this state relating to the period of the Revolution,
as in other states, are susceptible of two divisions, though they are not
absolutely separable and distinct. One of these divisions would include
legislative proceedings, petitions, complaints, and explanations sub-
mitted to the General Court, court proceedings and files relating to
that part of the population now described as Royalists. A few of these
documents necessarily appear in the general publications relating to
the Revolution. The great mass of this class of records has been disre-
garded, and they have thus become a particular section of the archives.
Only one side is fully and fairly presented in print. The papers in the
state's custody which relate exclusively to the Royalists are a counter-
part of what appears in liberal measure in the publications of this de-
partment, and which may be regarded as anti-Tory literature. No
index to the Royalist documents has been provided. The records
are, of course, largely personal and have never been comprehensively
treated for ])ublication. The Revolutionary archives of the state and of
the courts contain the data for an exposition of the charges against
those who were apprehended and prosecuted as Tories, the statements
of individual offenses, and the answers and explanations of the parties.
The British government provided for the relief of those Royalists who
had suffered loss of property or other injury supposed to be worthy
of compensation. A commission was empowered to investigate the gen-
eral subject, and to ascertain and report as to those deserving of relief.
Persons represented to be members of this class, and entitled to the
benefits of parliamentary legislation, were permitted to file their claims
and proofs in form and method somewhat similar to that now in use
in the Bureau of Pensions of the United States.
Two of the commissioners. Col. Thomas Dundas and Mr. Jeremy
Pemberton, were sent to America to conduct hearings and to receive
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and consider evidence. These commissioners sat in Halifax, St. John,
Quebec, and Montreal, and their work extended over a period of four
years, from 1?85 to 1789. Their original rough notes, in thirty-five vol-
umes, are now in the Library of Congress, and have been pul)lished in the
report of the Ontario Bureau of Archives for 1904. Copies of all the
completed records, reports, and documents of the entire commission, in-
cluding both English and American hearings, were obtained some years
ago by the New York Public Library, and are now accessible in that
institution. These copies fill more than sixty folio volumes.
The New Hampshire State Library has secured from the English
archives copies of all these papers that relate to the claimants from New
Hampshire and Vermont. The documents that are now assembled in
the archives and library of this state relating to those citizens who were
suspected or accused of Royalist tendencies will afi'ord sutticient material
for a printed volume of the average size of those already pul)lished in
the State Papers series. An impartial Judgment of history may be ren-
dered, although the evidence of one side is not presented, but this is a
hazardous method of determining justice.
Otis G. Hammond, M. A., of the State Library, recently read a mono-
graph on the Royalists of New Hampshire before the Social Science
Club of Dartmouth College. This paper was exhaustive in research,
and in all respects an admirable presentation of the subject. It is still
unpublished, but will prove a singularly helpful and instructive treat-
ment of an element in the early history of the state that has been too
long neglected.
The Revolutionary rolls of Massachusetts have been treated on a
different plan from that employed in New Hampshire. An alphabetical
system was adopted, by which each soldier is given a separate paragraph,
and all the essential items relating to his service follow his name. This
results in an extensive biographical dictionary, and renders all the
data concerning an individual immediately available, although the geo-
graphical clues afforded by the names as grouped in the original rolls
are lost. This publication occupies seventeen quarto volumes. New
Hampshire men in large numbers served in Massachusetts organizations,
and many of them are identified by residence. A list has been com-
piled, and included in this volume, which contains the names of those
who appear on the Massachusetts rolls as residents of the state of New
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Hampshire beyond the possibility of reasonable doubt. There is
no question that other men of New Hampshire were engaged in
the Massachusetts service, whose identity as such is not made ap-
parent by a statement of residence, or who are, on the rolls, assigned
to Massachusetts towns. In other instances the record is ambiguous
by reason of the existence of towns of the same name in both states.
The list in this volume is not extended to include such problematical
eases. In default of a clear statement of residence in a New Hampshire
town, the identiiication of New Hampshire men must be left to local
historians, genealogists, and other special investigators.
The United States published in 1835, in three volumes, a list of all
pensioners who were then, or had previously been on the rolls of that
department, and in 1841 another list of pensioners then living. A copy
of these rolls, so far as they relate to New Hampshire, is included in
this volume. These tables not only serve as a useful supplement to,
and verification of the original rolls, especially on points of location and
identification of men for whom service is claimed, but they indicate
the extent to which those who participated in the war for independence
continued to be an element in the population of the state. The volumes
in which these pension rolls were originally published by the govern-
ment have become very scarce, and, when found, their usefulness is
greatly impaired by the lack of indexes.
In the early years of the war operations proceeding in two directions
made it incumbent upon this state to raise a large number of troops,
one part going to participate in the invasion of Canada, and another
part to join General "Washington's army, engaged in the siege of Bos-
ton. There were, also, other, but less important calls to which the
state responded. The regiment commanded by Colonel Bedel in 1775
was a part of the army then operating in Canada. The next year the
second regiment of which Colonel Bedel had command also became a
part of the Continental Army in Canada. The surrender at The Cedars
May 21, 1776, where a contingent was in command of Major Isaac But-
terfield, in the absence of Colonel Bedel and Lieutenant-Colonel Waite,
involved only a part of the regiment. The list of men included in the
surrender, and named as members of various companies in this regiment,
is taken from Force's American Archives, Fifth Series, volume 1,
p. 167. This short list indicates that a large part of the regiment was
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engaged elsewhere at the time of the surrender. Rolls of the regiment
as enlisted and organized are printed in 14 X. H. State Papers, 285 et
seq. A comparison of the surrender rolls with the enlistment rolls,
to indicate those presumably engaged in other duty, affords a basis upon
which another feature of the history of the regiment may be traced.
Affair of the Cedars, and the Services of Col. Timothy Bedel in the
War of the Eevolution, by Edgar Aldrich, 3 Proc. X. H. Hist. Soc, 191.
The discovery of the rolls of a battalion commanded by Major John
Brown, and recruited largely from this regiment, was recently made by
Hon. Ezra S. Stearns, formerly Secretary of State. These documents
are in the archives of New York, and prove an additional contribution
by this state to the service of 1776. They are printed in full in this
volume for the first time.
The archives of the province and state of New Hampshire in the past
three hundred years have been subjected to many vicissitudes. In the
earlier part of the province period they were transported from place to
place with the recurring changes of political jurisdiction; they were
scattered and mutilated; the residence of the custodian was burned;
the capital was migratory before its final establishment at Concord. At
the time of the reconstruction of the capitol in 1861: the archives were
deposited for months in the unprotected galleries of the old building.
Ancient documents, bearing rare autographs, were at the mercy of preda-
tory collectors and other vandals. It is possible that a partial explana-
tion is here found for the occasional appearance of records and papers
in private possession, which originally had place in the official custody
of the state. By the labors of a lifetime the late Peter Force assembled
a great collection of historical manuscripts, many of which were pub-
lished in his American Archives. His accumulations were finally pur-
chased by the Federal government. Many documents of his collection,
published and unpublished, might advantageously be included hereafter
in the volumes to be issued by this department. The value of these
papers may be indicated by the one published herewith.
The remainder of the text of this volume is occupied by two groups
of Continental Army rolls of New Hampshire men which have not
hitherto been printed, as they have come to light since the publication
of Mr. Hammond's four Revolutionary volumes. One group is the prop-
erty of the Xew Hampshire Historical Society, and the other of the
Frye brothers of Wilton, N. H.
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The exhaustive index which has been prepared by Mr. Otis G. Ham-
mond reveals the name of every person and place mentioned in the text
of the book, and will render a very large amount of information relating
to the political and military history of the province and state easily
accessible. It is due to Mr. Hammond, the Assistant Editor of State
Papers, to state that he is entitled to credit for the collection, arrange-
ment, and presentation of this material in its present form in this
volume, in accordance with plans in which he and the editor have en-
tirely concurred.
It is deemed advisable at this point to call special attention to the
state publications which a-re designed to serve as indexes and guides to
the extensive manuscript collections of the state. Without attempting
to describe in detail what these archives are, it may be stated that the
records of the Governor and Council from 1631 to 1784, as an executive
department, are preserved and arranged in eight manuscript volumes, and
have been printed as far as 1775 in this series. These Council records
are, however, fragmentary and incomplete at intervals, which may be
consistent with the theory that they are but the rough notes of the
recording officer, and that the extended records were removed from the
country, or lost by accident or official neglect. It has also been sug-
gested that these notes never were elaborated into a full record. The
index to these journals published by the state in 1896 is a very helpful
compilation.
The journals of the House of Eepresentatives, sometimes termed the
Assembly, are extant, with an occasional hiatus, from 1711, and a rec-
ord for the year 1699 is also preserved. This material, from 1711 to
1784, is the subject of another index published by the state in two
volumes. This journal, with the index, is a valuable supplement to the
information accessible in the printed journals, as the complete presenta-
tion of these records in the State Papers series ends with 1754, after
which Dr. Bouton adopted a system of abstracts.
No index to the journals of the Council and Assembly, as a legislative
body corresponding to the Senate as established under the present con-
stitution, has ever been compiled. These records are not complete, but
are approximately so from 1692 to 1784. If indexed in a systematic
and exhaustive manner, with special reference to an exposition of all
the subjects of legislation, whether adapted, rejected, or laid aside, and
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with a critical analysis of the discussion of the atl'airs of government
constantly recurring in the messages of the Governors and the replies
of the assembly, much historical material would be uncovered.
An index to the laws of the province and state from 1679 to 1883
has been compiled on the basis of the manuscript volumes. It is a rea-
sonable prediction that all the statutes will eventually l)e reproduced in
printed form, with adequate notes and indexes.
The student may also find help in Fry's New Hampshire as a Eoyai
Province, chapter 7, and Historical and Biographical Notes on the Mil-
itary Annals of New Hampshire, by A. S. Batchellor, pamphlet, 1898,
reprinted from History of the Seventeenth Regiment, N. H. Vols.
It is a fact of common knowledge that the English archives are rich
in records of colonial government relating to all the American possessions
of the Crown prior to 1775. These documents include a vast amount
of material which relates especially to New Hampshire. Copies have
been made for this state of a part of these documents in the custody
of the home government, affording sufficient material for two volumes
of the ordinary size of this series. It is estimated that those not already
transcribed would till three more volumes. These papers in the English
archives relating to New Hampshire were the subject of a descriptive
calendar made under the auspices of the state and the New Hampshire
Historical Society in cooperation, and published in volume 23 of this
series and in volume 10 of the Collections of the society in 1893. The
work of compilation was done under the supervision of the late B. F.
Stevens of London, tlie distinguished archivist and antiquarian. The
most extensive body of transcripts of documents in the English
archives relating to the American colonies is owned by the Historical
Society of Pennsylvania, and is now accessible in the library of that
institution at Philadelphia. The series of Calendars of State Papers,
America and West Indies series, published by the English government,
now numbering thirteen volumes, and extending to the beginning of
the eighteenth century, is necessarily rich in material relating to New
Hampshire. These books are to be found in the State Library, and their
use is facilitated by the descriptive calendar before mentioned as con-





Colony of New Hampshire.
IN COMMITTEE OF SAFETY.
April 12th, 1776.
In Order to carry the underwritten RESOLVE of the Hon'ble
Continental CONGRESS into Execution, You are requested to de-
sire all Males above Twenty One Years of A^q (Lunaticks, Idiots,
and Negroes excepted) to sign to the DECLARATION on this
Paper ; and when so done, to make Return hereof, together with the
Name or Naroes of all who shall refuse to sign the same, to the
GENERAL-ASSEMBLY, or Committee of Safety of this Colony.
M. Weave, Chairman.
In CONGRESS, March 14th, 1776.
Resolved, That it be recommended to tJie several Assemblies,
Conventions, and Councils, or Committees of Safety of the United
Colonies, immediately to cause all Persons to be disarmed, within
their Respective Colonies, who are notoriously disaffected to the
Cause of AMERICA, Or who have not associated, and refuse to
associate, to defend by ARMS, the United Colonies, against the
Hostile Attempts of the British Fleets and Armies.
(COPY^) Extract from the Minutes.
Charles Thompson, Sec'ry.
In Consequence of the above Resolution, of the Lion. Continental
CONGRESS, and to shew our Determination in joining our Amer-
ican Brethren, in defending the Lives, Liberties, and Properties of
the Inhabitants of the UNITED COLONIES.
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
WE, the Subscribers, do hereby solemnly engage, and promise,
that we will, to the utmost of our Power, at the Risque of our
Lives and Fortunes, with ARMS, oppose the Hostile Proceedings



































Henry Silsb}^ ) Select men


































































































To y*^ Honourable the General Assembly of the Colony of New-
hamshier this May Certify your Honours that
Simon Baxter Samuel Chandlor
John Thomson & Lamuel Millor





Absalom Kingsbury I ]\Ien of














































































































































































































To The Hono^ The Committee of Safty For the State of New
Hamp^' or the Gene^ Assembly theirof—
Pursuant to the Request on this paper from The Committee of
Safety &c to Us Directed— we have Invited those persons theirin
Mentioned to Sign To the Dicleration on This papor, &c— and all
That have Seen it have Signed Except
Joshua Atherton Esq'^' M'' Daniel Campble
]\P Samuel Dodge & Colo^ John Shepard
Tho« Wakefield ") Selectmen
Reuben Mussey > of
Sam^ Wilkins J Amherst
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State of > This Certifies that in Consequence of y^ fore-
New Hampshire j going requisition of the Hon'^b^ Committe of
Safety for Said State— all the males of Twenty one years of age &
upwards belonging to Atkinson in y'' State afors'^ (Lunaticks Ideots
& Negroes excepted) have freely & voluntarily Subscribed their
respective Names to the foregoing Declaration— Att"^
Atkinson Sep"^ 26*'' 1776
—
Nath^ Peabody J Selectmen of









































































































































































































































To the Speeker of the
of New Hampshiar this





























Barrington Sep 3— 1776
house of Reperesentatives for the Colonie
may sertify that the Association paper has






































































E EVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 15
John Goffe Ju"" John Riddle
Samuel Patten John Boies
James Lien John Bell
John Wallace Robert Walker
James Walker Patrick Larkin
John Hillery william m^cleary
Joseph Bell Sam^ Fugard
Thomas Vickere Vose James Cairns
Sam^^ Patten Richard m'^Allster
John Smith James Little
Stephen franch
To the Honourable the Council and House of Representatives for
the Colony of New Hampshire To be Conven'd at Exeter in S'^
Colony on Wednesday the 5"^ Instant
—
Pursueant to the within precept ; we have taken pains to Know the
Minds of tlie Inhabitants of the Town of Bedford, with Respect to
the within Obligation, and find None unwilling to Sign the Same
Except the Rever"'^ John Houston, who Declines Signing the Said
obligation, for the following Reasons, Viz
firstly Because he did not aj)prehend that the Hon^'^^ Committee
meant that ministers Should Take up arms as Being inconsistant
with their Ministerial Charoneo
2"'iiy i^ecause he was already Confin'd to the County of Hills-
borough therefore he thinks he Ought to be Set at liberty before he
Should Sign the S*^ obligation
3rd'y Because there is three men Belonging to his Family already
Inlisted in the Continental army
Bedford June y« 4"^ 1776 John Goffe
j
Select
John Orr ) Men
BOSCAWEN
Joseph Hoit Moses Call












































































































To the Honourable Councel and House of Representatives for the
Collony of New Hampshre or Committee of Safty
This may Certify that the within Declaration Have Been offred to
the Inhabitants of Boscawen and unanimously Signed Excepting one
(viz) Aaron Flanders Refused to Signe the Same
June 3 1776 George Jackman J''
)



































































Errors excepted Samuel Rogers
I not being Satisfyed Errors Excepted
William Iiogers
Bow September y« 3'^ 1776
we the Subscriber in obediance to the within have Shown this
Paper to all & Every Person that are nont Excepted & that are not
in the Servis that Belong to Said Town of Bow al of which have
Volenterry Singned the Same
Ephriam Foster 1 Select
Jn° Bryent > men






































































































































































Pursuant to This Write to us We have Desired All Males as Di-
racted to Sign to This Declaration and find That
James Been Jeremiah Been













Joshua Been Jeremiah Rowe
Refuses to Sign to Thiss Declaration
Ebenezer Colcord ^ Selectmen
James Robinson > of


























In obediance to the above Presept we have Taken the Count and
































* On Condition that no man Who is taken a CajDtive from the
British forces be made an Officer or let be a Soldier in the Conti-
nental Army and 2'^ that Every American found & taken in armes
against the United Colonies be Immediately put to Death, and 3'^
KEVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 23
that all & every of the British Troops that are C'aptivated by the
Continental forces by sea or land or any other way taken Shall be
kee])t in Prison or Close Confinement & 4^^ that Every Commanding
Officer or a Soldier or any Person or Persons imployed in any Busi-
ness whatsoever in the Continental Forces who is found & proved
to be a Traitor to the United Colonies in America be put to Death
Immediately.
upon these aforementioned Conditions do I Sign this Declaration
witness my Hand James Treadway
Canaan July 1'' 177G
To the Hon^*" Committee of Safety for the Colony Of New Hamp-
shire These are to Certify that Every man in this Town Volentaryly
Signd This agrement atest
Ebene'' Eams } Select



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In obediance to the within Decleration that we Rec'^ from you
Honours we Proseeded According to your Directions and the per-
sons Names underwriten are these that Refuse to Sign to the Decli-
ration on your Paper





















To the Honourable Com'ittee of Safety or general Assembly of
the Colony of Newhampshire
As Soon as ever we reciev'' your Directions, requesting us to desire
all the Males in this Town to Sign to a Declaration (Lunaticks &c
excepted) In Obedience thereto we Immediately proceeded to give
publick Notice of your Intentions, and otherwise as Ave Thought
would have the Most Effectual Tendency to have put into Execu-
tion, in order that we might make a Return by our liepresentitive,
but having So Short a Time for to accomplish the ^Matter in So great
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a Town, and being unwilling to omit anything relating to our Duty
and which might be for the Benefit of the Whole, we calmly delib-
erated on the Matter, asked y*^ Advice of our Representive and
others of Sense and Steadiness and as we were not limitted to a cer-
tain Time to make a Return, we purpurse to make one as Soon as
it may be done with Conveniency So rest your Humble Serv**
Eph'" Baldwin j Select men
Michael Cresey ) of
Sam^^ Hildreth ) Chesterfield
clarp:mont









































































N. B. These are the Names of those Who have Actually taken
up arms and are Now in the Continental army
Leu' Joseph 'J'aylor














The Revr'^ Augusten Jlibbard Cha^^lain &c
Claremont May 30"> 1776
In Compliance to the above Declaration we have Shone the Dec-
laration to All the Inhabitants of this Town and the Associate are
those who have Signed to tins paper
Matthias Stone i Select
Asa Jones \ Men
The Names of those Who Refuse to Sign the Dieclaration
John Thomas Cap' Benjamin Brooks






























the Declaration having ben Shone to the within Named persons
thay Refaes to Sign Attest
Matthias Stone i Select



































































































































































































To the General Assembly or Committe of safety for tlie Colony
of'New Hampsheir
We have Agreabel to tlie within Request Desired Every man that
is twenty one years of age within this town and the Locations ajoyn-
inge to set their names to the within instroment Excludeing such as
ware orded to be Excluded in the Request and Every man has
accordingly signed
Conway June the 9 1776 David Page | select



















those whose Names are in


















Croydon July 6"^ 1776
the Column at the Left hand are In-
Ezekiel Powers
John Cooper
The four men above refuse to Set there Names to this Paper
John Cooper ) o i ^



















































































In Pursuant To the within Request we have Shown this Declara-
tion to all the Inhabitants of Tiiis Parish and all have Signed Ex-
cept Joseph Jones Hezekiah Sleeper Joseph Sweat Trustum Collins,
the above Named persons are Called Quakers and Refuse to Take
up Arms
—
Hawke June 7*'' 177(3 Moses Colbey \ Selectmen
David Quinby V of


































































































































































Nathanael Bachclder the 3d
Phineas Tilton
John Philbrick
Deerfield June 20'" 177(3
To the Honorable General Assembly or Committe of Safety of
this Colony Gentlemen we have Complyed with your Request in
Desireing all Males to Sine the Declaration on this Paper Excepting
a few who were Gon out of the Parish the men who Refuse to Sine





























































A Beturn of the Mens Names that Refuse to Singe the within
wrteng





























































In Compliance with your Request we have Desired all the INIales
in our town above twenty one years of age to Sign to the Declera-
tion on this Paper : which they all Did without any Dispute
test Joseph Greenwood ^ Selectmen
Simeon Bullard v of /


































































Dunbarton Nov y^ 25. 1776
the under Witten Names Ware those who had tbe ofer to Signe
and Refused




llobat Hogg James Hogg
Abraham Burnum John solter
David Hogg John M^Cordey
Jeremiah Page ) Select men

















































































Co^ Jonathan Greeley has several Times been desired to Sign the
Declaration but has not
Abraham Brown
Jacob Currier



















The Above have all Signed to abide by the within precept

















Enfield June y*^ ll''> 1776
To the Honorable Commity of Saifty of the Coloney of New
Hampshear
Those Nanes Which are within Whriten hear unto Volontarily
hear unto Soot their Hands
attest John Lasell 'j Select
Samuel meacham v Men of

























































































































































































































James Norris y'' 4*'^
Nathan Samborn Jurn
Agreable to the Within association paper we have Shewn it to the
Inhabitants and these persons Whose names are under Written are



















































































































































































































































Oilmautown, August y' 28*'^ 1776
Pursuant to the orders of the Committee of safety we have applied
to the Inhabitants of Oilmantown to sign the association paper and
those named in the List herewith Committed are those that Refuse
to sign it
Edward Smith ) selectmen of


































Gilmantown August y*" 28"' 1776
-several Persons above Named





To the Honourable the Council and Assembly or the Committee
of safety for the Colony of New hampshire Whereas the select
men of the town of Gilmantown have applj^ed to us to sign an
association paper and there being some scruples on our minds we
Cant Conscientiously sign it and we beg Leave to assign our Reasons
which are as follows viz we agree and Consent to the Declaration of
Independence on the British Crown, and are willing to pay our pro-
portion to the support of the United Colonies but as to Defend with
arms it is against our Religious principles and pray we may be Ex-
cused all which is most Humbly submitted by your Hon'^ most obed'
Hum" ser*^
Dated Gilmantown August y' 20"' 1776
John fox Samuel AVeeks
Orlando weed Pain Smith
Daniel Clough Nath'^ Webster Ju""
Jonathan Dow Hosea Hatch
Charles Currier Samuel Avery
Simeon mudget Scribner Mudgit
Joseph Morrill Gilman Lougee





























This may Certifey that the Names























Annexed to this paper are all the






































































































































State of Newhampshire Septerab' 10 1776
—
In Persuance of the Requeste of the Honorabell Committee of
Safety for the State afores'^ we the Subscribers liave accordingly
attended the Sarvice and have Presented the Vv'ithin Declaration to
the Inhabitance of the Town of Hampstead and Desired all male
Persons there in Directed to Signe there to and after waiteing upon
Sundry Persons for their Consideration and Determination of their
Signing there of we have obtained the Grater part of Said Town to
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Subscribe there names there to and all those Persons that have Re-
fused to Signe to Said Declaration after being Repeatiedly Desired
we Return their Names in a Separate CoUom on this Paper
John Atwood "j Select men
Thomas Wodly V for






















































































































































































Colony of ) Pursuant to the within Request we the Sub-
Newhampsh'' ) scribers Select men of Hampton have Desired
all males within Said Hampton above tw^enty-one years of age (Luna-
ticks Idiots & Negroes Excepted) to Sign to the Declaration on this
paper ; and there are that have Refused to Sign the Same (viz) Capt"
Jeremiah marston & Daniel Philbrick
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To the Honor" General Assembly or Committee of safety of said


















































































































































































































































































































































The Names on this Paper are those that Refused to Sign to the
Declaration Sent from the Commitee of Safety to us the Subscribers
James Smith \ Select Men
John Clement V for










































































































































In Obedience to the Within Request we have Desired all the





Jn" Caldwell I of
William Burns j Nottingham West
Dated at Nottinghamwest










































































































































Agreable to the within Directions we have Requested all in this
Town to Sign as herein Sett forth and hereto Anext the Names of all
those who Refuse to Sign the within Declaration Vi^ Maj'' Josiah
Willard, L* Benjamin Halle, Doc'' Josiah Pomroy, Samuel Wads-
worth, Robert Gilmore, John White, Elezer Sangor, Abner Sangor,
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Thoinas Cutter, James Perkins, Benjamin Ozgood, Jun'" John Swan,
James Hunt
Eliplialet liriggs J'' I Sellect men


































































Nathaniel gow ] Select men
Josiah Batchelder >- of
Isaac Fellows ) Kensington
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these under Written names are those Who Refused to sign to the
















So Far is Quakers as these two collums and What is to Corue your


































































































































































Agreeable to the Directions of the Uon^'^^ Committee of Safety of
this Colony we have Requested Each Inhabitaut of This Town to
Sio-n to the within Declaration & hereunto Return the Names of
those that have Sign'd as wdthin also those that have not & Refuse
to Sign who are as follows viz
James Caruth a Scotch man Declines obliging himselfe to take up
Arms against his Native Country but Declares he will neaver take
up Arms against America & is willing to bear his Proportion of the
publick taxes with his Townsmen
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Moses Welch Refuses to take up arms & pleads Concience for an
Excuse
Hezekiah Beedy John Sanborn
John Clefford Fifield Ens Isaac Webster
John Webster Reuben Davise
Sam^^ Severance Thomas Merrill
John Tucker Ephraim Winslow
John Eastman John Oilman
these Persons Appear to be fearful that the Signing- this Declara-
tion would in some measure be an Infringement on their Just Rights
& Libertys but they Appear to be Friendly to their Country & Sev-
eral of them have Ventured their Lives in the American Cause & the
3 last named Persons are now in the Army
Sep* y*^ 23'^ 1776
Eben'" Eastmen \ Select men
Richard Hubbard > of


























































































Lebanon July 4th 177G
These may Certifie that the Within Resolve &c. has been Presented
to all tlie Inliabitants of Said Lebanon In manner and form as Pe^
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quested, who have freely & Chearfully affixed their Several Names
























































































































































These men hereafter Named in the Parish of Lee Refuse to Sign














































Uzel Hurd ] ^, ,



































































































































































































































































































































































































Londonderry June y*" 29"' 177 (>
To the Hon^''" Housse of Representiteves for the Collony of New-
hampshire—
Agreable to the Request of the Hon^'^'' Committee of Sefty for
this Colony, we have taken pains to go through with the assosiation
papper, and we find none who Refuses to Sign the Same Except the
parsons hereafter mantioned viz Timothy Dawson, Alexander Nic-
oles, Joseph Morison, Abraham Morison, William Homphry, David
Morison, Samuel Ella, Doc* George Wood, John Holms, Liu' to A
Minet Company, John Reed, John Moor, Robert Moor, James Coch-
ron, Samuel Clark, John Stewert.
By order of the Selectmen










































































Loudon June 3 1776
agreeabel to within Instrument wliaras we liaf Carried this Instre-
ment to the Inhabatints of Loudon thay haf all tSigned Savin one or
two that lived very niucli out of the way
Nathan Bachelder \



















































Colony of New Hampshire Denytield June the 1"' Day 1776
to the Hon: M: Weave Chear Man this is to Certifi that We
the Subscribers has Presanted the Within Declaration to the Inhab-
itants of Said Town and they Have all Signed Said Declaration.
Which We in our Judgment thought had a right to Sign the Same.
Certified by us &
David Starret ) ^^^^^^
Ezekiel Stevens
























































monadnock No five July je 9'" 177G
111 obedaiice to tlie with in Riten we have ofered the same to all
our inhabetints and they have all sined Excepting those whose Names
are heare under Riten
William liarkor Richard Atwell
Jonathan shaw Icabord shaw
Daniel Larrance
Benj'^ Tucker ^ select men of
Tho« Rig-gs [> monadnock



























































































In obedence to your Honners we Have faithfully Dischard the
Duty Requested Desiring Each man To Sine this Covenant Within




of y John Spinney

































































New Boston August y*" 26'" 1776
Gentlemen Agreable to your Hon^« orders We have Published this
pa[)er and the none Subscribers are as follows
William M«Niele Jonathan ({ove
John McLaughlin John M-^Laughlin Ju''
Robart White Robart Boid
Daniel M'Wllester John M-^Allester
William Kelso Alexander Kelso
John Burns Allan Moor
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Daniel Kelso







































Refused to Signe the within paper
























































Agreeable to tlie within notified
y'" to sign














































Committee of safety of y'' Colony of N Hamp''





















































































































































Pursuant to the within Orders

































We do hereby Return the Follow-











































































Newport June 20"' ITTi;
the Inhabitants of Newport that is reqnireed have all Signed thit
Association
Josiah Stevens ^ Select Men
Samn^^ Hnrd I of
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The Colony of New Hampshire
North Hampton 7"' .lune 1776
To the Honourb' Comittee of Safty according t(j the ^^•ithin order
of 3'onr"s we have Procured all the names of our Perish according
as your Honours Desired us as is Attest'^ by us




Christopher Smith j North Hampton
NORTHAVOOD











































































































































































State of 1 Pursuant to the Within Precept We Have
New Hampshire j Presented this Covenant to the Inhabitants of
the Town of Nottingham and the Parsons that Refuse to sign it are
on a Seperate Paper
August 16"' 1770 Vowel Leathers | Select
Tho^ Bartlet i Men
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A lAst of the Men in the To\vn















Nottinsfham Ano'nst IH"' 1776
of Nottingham that Refuse to Sign













Vowel Leathers 1 Select
Tho' Bartlet i Men
N: B: them with this Marke * Have advanced Money for to Hire


























































































































Phedris M*^Cuthen [M'^Cutcheon] Andrew Gault
Joseph Hemphell John Cullimore
Jacob Emery Levi Cater
John Connor David Conner
Danieal m^Lucas (xideon Piper
Timothy Knox
Colon}" of New Hamshire
Sepf 18'" 1776
To Honorable Committee of Safety
Li Compliance with the within Order we have Requested all the
males as Directed, and the Names Under written are all within our





































































































to the 29 Redo-f a foot
Peterborough June IT"' 1776. Pursuant to the AVithin Request
the Inhabitants of the said Town of Peterb° Hath Subscribed their
names to the Within Ivesolves of the Continental Congress
James Templeton ]
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All the Inluibitaiits of Piermont of Age According to y^ Within


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Pursuant to An Order to us directed, by the Committee of Safety
of this State, We have waited on everj^ Person in this Town, and
have tendered them the Association for signing, and do herewith
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Ketiirn the said Association, and the Names of tliose Avho have Re-































Daniel Rogers, Absent at Nottingham
J*eter l^earse d° at Newington
State of New Hamp^' Portsm" 14'" Aug^' 177r>




Geo Gains >- Selectmen
William Langdon
j
List of Persons taken up in Portsm" as being notoriously dis-






























































































[The following names are returned on another sheet, and are not
signatures, but were all written by the same hand. It is assumed
that they are the names of those who refused to sign. This theory
is substantiated by the explanation following, signed by several of




















































































Daniel Read | Silect
John Danly ) man
Richmond June the 27'^"' 1776
To tlie Honble Rrovencil Congress these do Certify the Reason
Why We the Subscribers do not Sine the Reselutions of the Con-
gress in taking Up Amies We do not Belive that it is the Will of God
to take Away the Lives of our fellowcrators not that We Come Out
Against the Congress or the Amarican Liberties but When Ever
We are Convinct to the Contory We are Redy to joine our Amarican
P.rieatlien to Defend by Amies Against the Hostile Attempts of the
British fleets and Armies
Amos Boorn Jeains Ballon
Enoch White William Cook
Ananias Aldricli Thomas Horten
I>,uke Cass Anthony Harris
Uriah Harris Martin Ellis
(Oliver Mason Simeon thaver


























































































































































Colony of New Hampshire
Rindge June y'" 1"^ 17 7<)
in Obedience to the within Request we have Desired all Males in
this Town to Sign the within Deeleration (Except those that are
excepted) and they have all Signed
Edward Jewett ^ Selectmen
Jonathan Sherwin y of
Abel Stone J Rindge
To the Hon"" General Assembly or the Hon" Committee of Safety



































































































































































































































The undernamed persons are of the Society of Friends and do not
Choose to sign
Elijah Tebbets P^lijah Tebbets Jun''
John 'J'ebbets Ezekiel Tebbets
Joseph Tebbets Muzzey Gould
David Tebbets Robert Tebbets








Rochester 15"' Oct' 1776







































































































































According To the above Preserp We the Saied Seleck men of Rye
lias apilied To the in habtince of Saied town and Sinied the above
Preseip in full
Joseph Jenness")



























































































































































































To the Honorable the Committee of Safety for the Colony ofiNew Hamshire Gent.
tl, ^T






































WiUiam Hall ^ Select Men























































































this may Seartfie the Genereal Assemby or Commitey of saftey of
the Colney of New Hampshire that we the subscribers Have oflord
the within Declaration to the Inhabatants of the Town of Salisbury
and tha Sign freely (mr Sinkler Bean and Joseph ]>,ean Esq' Exepted)
SaKsbury Sept: 12 : 1776 Ebenezer Webster ) Select men





















































































July the 3'^ 177B Pursuant to the Within Request the Inhabetants
of Said Sandbprnton have all Except one Benjamin IToit Severaly
Subscribed their Names hereunto
Aaron Samborn in behalf
of the Select men













































































































In obediance to the Within We have Requested the parish to Sign
this Instrument and in obediance the parish have all Signed but
those whose names are here under written
iNIoses Hook \ Select men
Reuben Clough V of
Ela Dow J Sandown
The Kanies of those that Refused to Sio-n:
Ichabod Shaw Esq Benjamin Shaw
Cornet Daniel Fitts Thomas Cotton
AMlliani Wooderd Folensby Shaw
.Joshua Stevens












































In Persuance of the within Ivequest we have ask'' all Male Inliab-
atanee of Sandwich which are above twenty one years old to Sign
the within Decleration












Mark Jewl | Select Men































































































Provided that the act or advice of the Said








































































Colony of New Hampshire
South Hampton June 24"' 1770
Affreable to the within we have Desired the males in s'^ Town to
sign the decleration on this paper— It hath Been Complied with by
all so desired Exceptmg those whose names are here after mentioned
—
Jeremiah flanders Isaiah flanders












































































































































agrable to the Instructions given us we the Select men and Com-
metie have Done all in our poW^ for the purpose Within Mentioned
and all the persons within are Volintary Signers
Stratham September y« 3'' 1776
Simon Wiggin ^
Daniel Clark I
Jonathan Wiggin I Select men














































the above Names aie those that Refuse to Sign the Association
paper from yr Humble Servts




































Savill July y« 15 1776
is required have all Signed this
Sam^^ Gunnison ) In behalf




























„ ,, , • I Cheshire ss Surry may 31** Ad 1776New Hampshire )
in Complyence with the within Request we have offord the Same
to Evary person Required and no one has Refus'd to Signe it
obadiah willcox \
Thomas Harvy / Select men
Thomas Dart ^
TEMPLE
We the Subscribers, do hereby solemnly Profess our Intire willing-
ness, at the Risque of our Lives and Fortunes, with Arms, to oppose
the Hostile Attempts of the British Fleets, and Armies, against the
United American Colonies, when Ever And to such A Degree as
Such Attempts of Britain may Require
Joshua Todd NatW^ Ball
Ezekiel goodale Francis Blood




























































































Elijah mansfield Daniel How
Timothy Asteii John Patten
Natel [Nathaniel] Shattuck Stephen sonders
Andrew Law Peter Brown
the Following Persons Refuse to Sign Any Association to Defend
America by armes against the Hostile Attempts of Britain
Joseph Putnam Jacob Putnam
Joseph Gibbs
To the general Assembly or Committee of Safety for New ham-
shire
—
We produced to the Inhabitants of this Town in Town Meeting
the Paper proposed by the Committee of Safety to be Sign*^ by the
Inhabitants of this Colony. Few, if any of the Inhabitants were
willing to engage, & promis as there proposed, to oppose by Arms to
the utmost of their power the hostile Attempts of y** British Fleets
& Armies— As this seem'd to the Inhabitants plainly to imply Som-
thing far more than any common Enlistment into the Service, ever
engaging as Soldiers directly & during the Continuance of the war,
as well as exerting ouer selves faithfully when engaged ; this at
least, being within the Compass of our power. But it did not ap-
pear to the Inhabitants prudent or Necessary for any, or in any De-
gree lawfuU for all thus to engage. The Town directly adopted the
Form of Association Sign'd on this paper which they & we hope
expresses all Required by the general Congress.
John Crasfin \ o i ^
f Select men
Oliver Heald , n m ^
^ ^ I for lemple
Georg Start j
UNITY
Nathanel Hunton Amos Chase
Moses Thirston Jacob Smith
Charles Huntoon Daniel moodey


























David Weed ) Select men of the

































































According to the Request of the Honourable Committy of Safty
for the Coloney of New hampshiare this instrement has ben per-
sented to the inhabants of this town and unavaseley aproved of and
Sind by them










































































































































Colony of New Hampshire
To the Hon Committee of Safety of this Colony wheareas we the
Selectmen of weare have Caused this Declaration to be Signd by a
Number of men who apears to be well associated to Defend by
arms the united Colonies against the hostile attempts of the British
fleets and armies
—
Dated at weare June 6th 1776
John Robie ) Selectmen
Jabez Morrill ) for weare
Colony of New Hampshire
To the Hon Committee of Safety of this Colony Jentelmen where-
as we the Selectmen of weare have Recived a Declaration from you
to be Sign by the Inhabitents of said weare we have acted accord-
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ing to the orders of the Declaration we make Return of all who Re-
fuse to Sign to the Declaration a List of their Names is on this
pa})er




















































































































































































Wesmorland June 12 1776
In obediance to this Declaration that we Rec'' from your Honours
we proseded according to your Directions and the persons Names
underwriten in this Collom are those that Refuse to Sign to the
Decleration on your paper
—
Benjamin Peirc "^ Select men
Ebenezer Brettun ^ of














































































































































Wilton June y« 3'' 1776—
In Obediance to the Within Resolve of the Committee of Safty
for tlie Colony of New Hampshire we the Subscribers have Desired
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all Males above Twenty one Years of age that are Inhabitants of the
Town of Wilton to Sign to the Within Declaration and but two
have Refused or Neglected to Sign (viz) Captain Epli"' Butterfield
and Archelas Putnam Whose names we hereby Return to the Gen-
eral Court or Committee of Safty for the afore^'^ Colony in Obeydi-
ance to Within Direction
Richard Taylor ) Select Men









































































































According to the within Resolve of the General Congress wee
have Called a meeting & it appears that all the before mentioned
Signers have agreed to Stand by the within Covenant
Winchester June. 3 : 1776 William Humphrey ) Select
Israel Stowel ) men
Enoch Stowel Absent
Asa Rockwood Sick
Saepous Ear weleng to
Sine the within Covanant




















the Above Reting Names Refuse to Sine the within Covenant
may y*^ 3 : 1776 William Humphry ) Selet



































































































State of Newhampsliire Windham August the 26"' 1776
to the Honorable Committee of Safty of this State the foregoing
Request hath been Punctually Observed Not with Standing Leiu*
Abraham Reed Mathew Reed Amos Merrill hath Refused or Neg-
lected to Sign the foregoing Declaration
Alex'^ Wilson
J



















































































































































NEW HAMPSHIRE MEN ON THE MASSACHUSETTS
REVOLUTIONARY WAR ROLLS.
The following table of residents of the state of New Hampshire
who served in Massachusetts organizations in the Revolutionary war
has been compiled from the official publication of the Massachusetts
Revolutionary war rolls, issued by the Secretary of the Common-
wealth, with the exception of those names which will be included
in volume 17, the concluding volume of the series, which is not yet
in print. The names credited to this volume were taken from the
manuscript cards in the archives of the office.
This list cannot be complete, and is not published as such. It
includes only those who are positively identified on the rolls, by resi-
dences given, as men of New Hampshire towns. All doubtful cases
have been omitted. In the seventeen large volumes comprising the
printed Revolutionary records of Massachusetts there are many
thousands of names to which no residence is given. It is, without
doubt, a fact that some of these were New Hampshire men, but there
is no way of identifying them. Another cause of uncertainty is the
duplication of the names of towns in the two states. In the pub-
lished Massachusetts rolls there are comparatively few cases of
names of towns outside of Massachusetts in which the name of the
state is indicated. It may be said that the original rolls failed on
this point, and that in the print the original was followed with scru-
pulous care. Whatever geographical information might have been
derived from a roll in its entirety, by the known residences of the
officers, or by the aggregation of names peculiar to a certain locality,
is, of course, lost in the alphabetical arrangement adopted in the
publication of these rolls. It has, therefore, been necessary to omit
171
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from this abstract, as doubtful, many names credited to towns which
appear in both Massachusetts and New Hampshire. Salem, Deer-
field, Dunstable, Marlborougli, and Amherst are examples, and there
are many more. All names in this doubtful class have been omitted
unless proved by other evidence to be of New Hampshire.



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Reprinted from Volume 1 of the '' Report from the Secretary of
War in Obedience to Resolutions of the Seyiate of the
5th and 30th of June^ 1834, <*w^ ^^^ 3d of March,
1835, in Relation to the Pension Estab-
lishment of the United States.
Washington : Printed by
Duff Green. 1835.''
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residing^ in Cheshire County, in the State of New Hampshire.
Commencement
of pension















residing in Cheshire Cou7ity, in the State of New Hampshire.
Commencement
of pension
















residing in Coos County^ in the Stale of Neiv Ilamjjshire.
Commencement
of pension




Statement Showing the Names, Rank, cj-c, of Invalid Pensioners
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Statement Showing the Names, Rank, ^c, of Invalid Pensioners
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 207
rending in (xrafton County, in the State of New Hampshire.
Commencement
208 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Rank, ^c, of Invalid Pensioners
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 209


















































Statement Showing the Names, Rank, ^c, of Invalid Pensioners
REVOLUTIONAEY DOCUMENTS 211
residing in HiUshorough County, in the State of New Hampshire.
Commencement
212 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Rank, ^c, of Invalid Pensioners
KEVOLUTIONAET DOCUMENTS 213
residing in Merrimack County^ in the State of New Hampshire.
Commencement
214 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Rank, ^c, of Invalid Pensioners
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 215
residing in Rockingham County, in the State of New Hampshire.
Commencement
216 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Rank, ^c, of Invalid Pensioners
REVOLDTIONART DOCUMENTS 217
residing in Roekingham County, in the State of New Hampshire.
Commencement
218 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Rank, ^c, of Invalid Pension
e
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMEMTS 219
residing in Strafford County^ in the State of New Hampsldre.
Commenceinent
of pension




Statement showing the Names, Rank, ^c, of Invalid Pensioners
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 221
residing in Strafford County^ in the State of New Hampshire.
Commenc
222 REVOLUTIONAEY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names^ Rank, ^c, of Invalid Pensiojiers
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 223
residing in Strafford County, in the State of Neiv Hampshire.
Commencement
224 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
List of Invalid Pensioners Who Have Been Inscribed on the Roll of New
Resolution of the Senate, Cannot Be Ascertained in Consequence
EEVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 225
Hampshire, Whose Residence and Other Information Called for by the
of the Destruction in the War Office in 1801 and 181Jf.
Commencement Laws under which they were inscribed, increased, and
of pension reduced; and remarks.
Mar.
226 EEVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
List of Invalid Pensioners Who Have Been Inscribed on the Boll of liew
Besolution of the /Senate Cannot Be Ascertained in Consequence
REV^OLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 227
HampsJdre, Whose Residence ayxd Other Information called for by the
of the Destruction in the War Office in 1801 and 181Jf.
Commencement
of pension







2 -28 EEVOLUTIONAEY DOCUMENTS
Statement of the Nuuics, tfr., of the Heirs of Non-Commissioned Officers,
Years' Half-pay in Lieu of Bounty Land, under the Second Section of
NAilES OF THE ORIGI-

















































2d regt. Light Drag.
11th regt. Inf.
Light artillery






















Privates, £-c., Mlio Died in ihe United States Service, ^Vho Ohtained Five
the Act of April 16, 1816, and \Ylw Resided in tlie State of New HajnpsMre.














Riifus. Lvman, and Luther
Bullard"^
Mehitable, Abijah, and Ma-
hala Dudley
Shipley Willard Knight




Wright. Elvira. Maria, and
G. W. A. Phillips
Cornelia Thajer
COOS COUNTY
John, Timothy D., Ira, and
Mary Burnham
Joseph. Deborah, and Lucinda
Farnham
George A. Fuller
Joseph, Nancy, Moses, Ells-






Mary, Susan, Hannah, Euth,
and Louisa Abbott
Jane, Ann and Timothy Bedel
Ann, Susanna, Joseph, Abi-
gail, Polly, Benjamin, and
Samuel L. Crawford
Nancy, Lucy, Doll,y, John,
Abial, and Mehitable Dem-
ing
Amelia, Sally, and Reuben
Kimball Eastman










































































Statement of the Names, £-c., of the Heirs of Non-Commissioned Officers,
Years' Half-pay in Lieu of Bounty Land, under the Second Section of
Names of the Origi-
nal Claimants
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 231
Privates, d-c, WJio Died in the United States Service, Who Obtained Five
the Act of April 16, 1816, and Who Resided in the State of New Hampshire.














James, David, and Abigail
Follansbee
Amos, Louis, and Penula
Kimball
Julian Morrill
Betsey, Deborah, Samuel, Asa
and Drusa Marcus
Anna and Eleanor Pool
Be-tsey, Amanda, John
Adams, Mary, Addison,
Charles, and Hancot Eing
Lewis and Nancy Eix




Amos and William Dodge
Osgood, Eliza, Hannah, Mary,
and Edith Evans
Alice, Susan, Joseph, Polly,
and Benjamin Flanders
David, Arthur, and Abigail
Henderson






William, Ira, and Susanna
Lovejoy
Eliza, Sophia, George, Os-
car, Sarah, Theodore, and
Eichard Littlefield
Alice Leathers
Elba, Asa, Polly, Dummer,
and John Pattee









































































Statement of the N'ames, cCr., of the Heirs of Non-Commissioned Officers,
Years' Half-pay in Lieu of Bounty Land, under the Second Section of
Names of the Obigi-
NAL CLAISIANTS
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 233
Privates, dr., Who Died in the United States Service, Who Ohtained Five
the Act of April 16, ISIG, and Who Resided in the State of New Hampshire.
Names of the Heirs
234 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement of the Names, &c., of the Heirs of Non-Commissioned Officers,
Years'' Half-pay in Lieu of Bounty Land, under the Sewnd Section of
Names of the, Origi-
KEVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 236
Privates, cfr., Who Died in the United States Service, Who Ohtaiived Five
the Act of April 16, 1816, and Who Resided in the State of New Hampshire.
Names of the Heirs
236 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement of tlis Names, &c., of the Heirs of Non-Comniiss'ianed Officers^
Years' Half-pay in Lieu of Bounty Land, under tlie Second Section of
Names of the Oeigi-
NAL ClAIMAJvTS
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 237
Privates, c(r., Who Died in the United States Service, Who Obtained Five
the Act of April 16, 1S16, and Who Resided in the State of Kew Hampshire.














Nancy, Sally, Thomas, Chase,
Mahala, and Charles Moul
ton
Deborah, Abigail, Asa, Pollj^
Bishop, and Oliver Moodj'
Samuel and David Philbrick
Abigail and Sally Richards
Paul and Anna Runnels
Edward, Francis, Anna C,
and Marj' Jane Small
Abigail, Sally, Parker, Polly,
and Mehitable Severance
Elias H. D., Anna C, Leon-
ard, Abigail, and Mary B.
Sanborn
William and Samuel Tenney
John, Lewis, Anna, Patience,



































Statement Showing the Names, Rank, &c., of Persons. Residing in Coos
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 239
Couniij in the State of New Ilampsldre, Who IIace Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the 18th of March, 1818.
Clommencement
240 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Slalcnteiit Showing the Names, Rani-, cOc, of Persons Residing in Cheshire
Pension List under the Act of Congress
Names
Annual!




County in the State of Neiv Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed an the ISth of March, 1818.
Commencement
01 •> REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Sltoiving the Names, Banl-, tCr., of Perso7is liesiding in. Cheshire
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 243
Cou.nl !/ in the Staie of New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the ISth of March, 1818.
Comn
24i REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Bank, &c., of Persons Residing in Cheshire
Pension List tinder the Act of Congress
KEVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 246
County in the State of New Hampshire, Who Have Bun Inscribed on the
Passed on the ISth of March, 1818.
Commencement
of pension
Laws under which they were formerly inscribed on


























Stptement Slwivuig the Names, Ranl\ tC-r., of Persons Besiding in Cheshire
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 247
Counhj in ilie State of New Hampsliire, ^Yho Have Been Inscribed on. ilie
Passed on the ISth of March, 1S18.
Commencement
248 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Rank, &c., of Persons Residing in Cheshire
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 249
Countij in the State of New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the 18th of March, 181 S.
Commencement
250 llEVOLUTIONAPvY DOCUMENTS
Slatcment SliOLcing the Names, Eanl-, tfr., of Persons Eesiding in Grajion




in the State of New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the




Laws under which they were formerly inscribed on





























Statement Showing the Names, Ranh, d-c., of Persons Residing in Graftan






















































County in the State of New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscrihed on the














































































































Laws under which they were formerly inscribed on
the pension roll; and remarks.
Suspended act May 1, 1820.
Dropped under act May 1, 1820. Restored commeucin"-
February 28, 1827.
Died October 15, 1825.
No payment made.
Transferred from Orang-e county-, Vt., from March 4, 1826.
Died Aug-ust 1, 1827.
Died July 14, 1819.
Suspended act May 1, 1820.
Died December 29, 1828.
Suspended act May 1, 1820.
Dropped under act May 1. 1820. Restored commencinc
March 31, 1823. Died May 31, 1828.
Died October 13, 1819.
Suspended act May 1, 1820.
Suspended act May 1, 1820.
Died October 1, 1833.
Died January 14, 1823.
Dropped act May 1, 1820. Restored commeneino- :Mav
28, 1823.
Died December 28, 1827.
Died June 12, 1833.
Died January 28, 1827.
Suspended act Ma^- 1, 1820. Continued commencing Feb-
ruary 4. 1829.
Suspended act May 1, 1820.
Dropped act May i, 1820.
254 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement SJtowiiig the Names, Eanl-, d-c, of Persons Residing in Grafton





















































96.00 N. H. cont. line







































N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Conn. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Penn. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line





Count !/ in the State of New Hampshire, \Vlio Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the 18th of March, 1818.
Commencement
256 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Shoiciiig the Names, BanJc, d-c, of Persons Residing in Graftmi








County in the State of Neiv Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on tin
Passed on the ISth of March, 1818.
Commencement
258 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Xames, Banlc, dr., of Persons Residing in Grafton













































































































N. H. cont. line
Conn. cont. line
X. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
X. H. cont. line
^lass. cont. line
X. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
X. H. cont. line
!Mass. cont. line
Xavy
X. H. cont. line
Conn. cont. line































Coiuili/ in the Slaie of New Ilampsliire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the ISih of March, ISIS.
Commencement
260 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Banl-, tCc, of Persons Residing in Grafton
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 261
Coimt;/ in (lie Slale of New llampsliirc, Vilw Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the 18th of March, 1818.
Commencement
of pension
Laws under which they were formerly inscribed on
the pension roll; and remarks.
Apr.
262 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Slatemeiit Showing the Names, lUoil-, cfr., of Persons Residing in II illshorough
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 263
County in the State of New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the




Statement Shoiring the Names, Eaid-, cir., of Pcrsfms Besiding in II illshorough
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOI,UTIONARY DOCUMENTS 265
County in the State of New Ilnmpsliire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the 18th of March, IS18.
Commencement
of pension
Laws under which they were fonnerly inscribed on












































































































Died December 17, 1825.
Dropped under act May 1, 1820.
Died September 22, 1825.
Died June 3, 1830.
Died March 11, 1829.
Died December 31, 1832.
Died January IS, 1827.
Died January IS, 1824.
Died February 9, 1S21.
Died October 'si, 1825.
Died July 29, 1828.
Died September 25, 1820.
Died July 4, 1827.
December 3, 1829.
Died February 17, 1829.
Dropped under act Maj- 1, 1820. Restored commencing-
January 8, 1829.
Died June 11, 1827.
Dropped act May 1, 1820. Reinstated July 17, 1821.
Died May 5, 1827.
Died May 7, 1824.
Suspended under act May 1, 1820.
Dropped under act May 1, 1820. Restored commencing-
April 10, 1823. Died Aug. 24, 1830.
Died March 5, 1826.
Died May 20, 1819.
Suspended act May 1, 1820.
Died December 6, 1820.
Died June 30, 1831.
Died January 29, 1831.
2(56 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Slatcment Showing the Names, Rani-, cfr., of Persons Besiding in Ililhhorongh









County in the State of New Hampshire, ]Y]to Have Been Inscrihed on the
Passed on the 18th of March, 1818.
Commencement
268 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Xames, Raid-, d-c, of Persons lieslding in llilhhoroiujh
Pension List under the Act of Congress
EEVOLUTIONAPvY DOCUMENTS 269
Count jl in the Siafe of New llampsliire, ^M^o Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the ISih of March, ISIS.
Commencement
270 ]lEVOLUTIONA p.Y DOCUMEN TS
Slalcineiit Showing the Sames, Rani', tCr., of Persons Eesiding i)i 11 illshorough











County in ilie State of New Hampshire, Wlio Have Been Inscribed on the




Laws under which they were formerly inscribed
the pension roll; and remarks.
Apr.
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Slalement Slioiving the Names, liaid\ dr., of Persons Besiding in IlWshorov/jh
Pension List under the Act of Congress
Names
EEVOLUTlONAllY DOCUxMENTS 273
County in the Slate of New Hampshire, l]7to Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the ISth of March, 1818.
Commencement
of pension
Laws under which they were formerly inscribed on
the pension roll; and remarks.
Apr.
274 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Slatemcnt Showing the Names, Rani', cCr., of Persons Besiding in HiUshorough
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 275
Cmintij in ihe Stale of New Ilampshirc, Vtlio Have Been Inscribed on the
l^asscd on ihe ISlh of March, 1S18.
Commencement
276 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing tJie Names, Banl-, d-c, of Persons Eesiding in Merrimack
Pension List under the Act of Congress




























































N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
M'ass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line









































County in the State of New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the ISth of March, ISIS.
Commenc
278 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Rani-, tfr., of Persons Residing in Merrimach


















































in the State of New Ilampsliire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the




Laws under which they were formerly inscribed on








































Statement Showing the Names, Rani-, cfr., of Persons Eesiding in Merrimack
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 281
County in the State of New Ilampsliire, Who Have Been Inscribed on tlie
Passed on the IStli of 31arch, 1818.
Commencement
282 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Banl; tCr., of Persons Besiding in BocUngham






















































































N. H. cont. line
Navy
N. H. cont. line
Conn. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
Virginia cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line



































Coiinfi/ in the State of New Hampsltirc, 1T7(0 Have Been InscriJ)ed on the
Passed on the ISth of 31arch, ISIS.
Commencement
284 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Banl', &c., of Persons Eesiding in Bocl-iugham
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 285
Connly in the State of New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the







Laws undef which they were formerly inscribed on
the pension roll; and remarks.
Apr.
28G REVOLUTIONAPvY DOCUMENTS
Slatemeiit Showing the Names, Rani', £•€., of Persons Besiding in Bod-ingham
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONAIIY DOCUMENTS 287
Count;/ in the State of Neiv Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the 18th of March, 1818.
Commencement
288 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing tlie Names, Rani-, d-c, of Persons Eesiding in Boclxincjliam
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOUCJMENTS 289
County in the State of New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the 18th of March, 181S.
Commencement
of pension
Laws under which they were formerly inscribed on






































Statement SJioiving the Names, Rank, cGc, of Persons Residing in Rockingham
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 291
County in the State of New HampsMre, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the ISth of March, ISIS.
Commenc
292 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, RanJc, &c., of Persons Residing in RocHnghwn
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 293
County in the State of New Hmrtpshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the 18th of March, 1818.
Commencement
294 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Shoiving the Names, Baiik, &c., of Persons Residing in Strafford
Pension List wider the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 295
County in the State of New Hampshire, ^Yho Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the 18th of March, ISIS.
Commencement
296 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Rani, &c., of Persons Residing in Strafford










































Coimtij in the State of New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the ISth of March, 1818.
Commencement
298 BEVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Shoicing the Names, Bank, dr., of Persons Eesiding in Strafford
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 299
Counly in the State of New Hampshire, IHiO Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the ISth of March, IS18.
Commencement
of pension
Laws under which they were formerly inscribed on




























Statement Showing the Names, Ranlc, c(-c., of Persons Residing in Strafford
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 301
County in the State of New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the










Laws under which they were formerly inscribed on










Statement Showing the Names, Bank, d'-c, of Persons Residing in Strafford
Pension List utider the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 303
County in tlie State of New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the 18th of 31arch, ISIS.
Commencement
304 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Bank, <S:c., of Persons Residing in Strafford
Pension List under the Act of Congress













































N. H. cont. line
Conn. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line














County in tlie Slate of New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the IStli of March, ISIS.
Commencement
30fi REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Banl-, cfr., of Persons Besiding in Sullivan
Pension List under the Act of Congress
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 307
County in the State of New Hampsliire, IV/iO Have Been Inscribed on the
Passed on the IStli of March, 1818.
Commencement
of pension
Laws under which they were formerly inscribed on




























































































Dropped under act May 1, 1820.
Dropped under act May 1, 1820. Restored commencini?
:\ray 6, 1S23.
Dropped under act May 1, 1S20. Restored commencing
February 20, 1S29.
Dropped under act Maj^ 1, 1S20. Restored commencing
August 14, 1823.
Transferred from Vermont September 4, 1826.
Dropped under act May 1, 1820. Restored commencing
March 10, 1832.
Suspended under act Maj- 1, 1820. Restored commencing
February 12, 1829.
Suspended under act Maj' 1, 1820. Restored commencing
January 1, 1825.
Transferred from York county, Maine, September 4, 1S23.
Transferred from Vermont from September 4, 1S29.
Died December 31, 1822.
Suspended under act May 1, 1820. Restored commencing
September 24, 1823.
Suspended act May 1, 1820.
April 27, 1810. Invalid pension.
Increased by act April 24, 1816.
Relinquished for the benetit of act March 18, 1818.
Suspended under act May 1, 1820. Restored commencing
March 15, 1830.
Suspended under act May 1, 1820. Restored commencing
February 20, 1829,
Dropped xnider act May 1, 1820. Restored commencing
December 10, 1831.
Suspended under act May 1, 1S20. Restored commencing
April 9, 1S23.
308 KEVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Sliowing the Names, Eaiil', d-c, of Persons Eesiding in
Pension List under Act of
REVOI-UTIOXARY DOCUMENTS 309
CJicsJtire County, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 1832.
When placed
310 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Shou'ing the Names, Tia)il', cCr., of Persons Residing in
Pension List under Act of
EEVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 311
Cheshire County, New Ilampshire, ^Y^lo Have Been Inscribed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 1S32.
When
312 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, EanJc, &c., of Persons Fcsiding in
Pension List under Act of
KEVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 313
Cheshire County, New Hampshire, ^Yllo Have Been Inscribed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 1832.
Wten placed
314 EEVOLUTIONAKY DOCUMENTS
Stateme-nt SJiowing {lie Names, Bcuik, &c., of Persons Eesiding in
Pension List under Act of
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 315
Cheshire County, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the




Statemmt Showing the Names, Ratik, &c., of Persons Residing in








Cheshire County, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the






























































































































Laws under which they were for-
merly inscribed on the pen-
sion roll; and remarks.
Died November 9, 1833.
Died December 8, 1833.
March 18, 1S18.
Died February 15, 1834.
March 18, 1818.
Died November 15, 1832.
318 KEYOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Rani; &c., of Persons Eesiding in
Pension List under Act of
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 819
Cheshire Cowntij, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the







Laws under which they were for-
merly inscribed on the pen-























Statement Showing the Names, Eanl', &c., of Persons Besiding in
Pension List under Act of
EBVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 321
Coos County, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the





Statement Showing the Names, Bank, d:c., of Persons Residing in
Pension List under Act of
KEVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 323
Grafton County, New Hampshire, \Ylio Have Been Inscribed on the




Statement Shoiving the Names, Bank, &c., of Persons Besiding in
Pension List under Act of









































































































































N. H. cont. line
N. H. militia
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line





N. H. cont. line
N. H. militia
Mass. militia












N. H. cont. line
N. H. militia
N. H. cont. line
Conn, militia
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
REVOLUTIONAKY DOCUMENTS 325
Orafton County, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the





Slatement Shoicing the Names, nanl; dec, of Persons Besiding in
Pension List under Act of
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 327
Grafton County, New Hampshire, ^Yho Have Been Inscribed on the






Laws nnder Avhicli they were for-
merly inscribed on the pen-
sion roll; and remarks.
Apr,
328 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Rank, &c., of Persons Residing in
Pension List under Act of
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 829
Grafton County, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 18S2.
WTien
330 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Hani:, tCr., of Persons Besiding in
Pension List under Act of
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 331
Grafton County, A^eiv Hampsliire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the






Laws under which they were for-
merly inscribed on the pen-












Statement Showing the Names, Banlc, &c., of Persons Residing in
Pension List under Act of
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 333
Grafton County, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 1832.
When
334 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Bank, &c., of Persons Residing in





















































































































N. H. cont. line
N. H. militia





N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
N. H. militia

























X. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
X. H. cont. line
Ship Caroline
Mass. cont. line
N. H. cont. line
Mass. cont. line
Mass. militia
N. H. cont. line
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 335
Hillsborough County, New IlampsJiire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the





Statement Showing the Names, Rani', &c., of Persons Eesiding in
Pension List under Act of
KEVOLUTIONAEY DOCUMENTS 337
Hillshoraugli County, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscrihed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 1832.
When placed
338 liEVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Statement Showing the Names, Bank, &c., of Persons Eesiding in
Pension List under Act of
REVOLUTIONAEY DOCUMENTS 339
Hillshorough County, Neiv Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the




Statement Showing the Names, Banl-, d-c, of Persons Besiding in
Pension List under^ Act of













































































































N. H. cont. line
































N. H. cont. line
Mass. militia








N. H. cont. line
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HUlsborowjh County, New Hampshire, ^^llo Have Been Inscribed on the




Statement Showing the Names, Bank, &c., of Persons Residing in
Pension List under 'Act of
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Hillsborough County, New Ilampsliire, Vtliv Have Been Inscribed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 1832.
When
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Statement Showing the Names, Banh, &c., of Persons Residing in
Pension List under Act of
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Merrimack County, Neiv Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Congr-ess Passed June 7, 1832.
VThen
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Statement Shoiving the Names, Rank, d-c, of Persons Besiding in
Pension List under Act of















































Merrimack County, New Hampshire, Wlio Have Been Inscribed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 1S32.
When placed
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Statement SJwwing the Names, Bank, cCr., of Persons Besiding in
Pension List under Act of
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 3^9
Merrimack County, New Hampshire, ^\ho Have Been Inscribed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 1SS2.
^\Tien placed
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Statement Showing the Names, Rank, &c., of Persons Besiding in
Pension List under Act of
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MerrimacJv County, New Hampshire, }Yho Have Been Inscribed on the






Laws under which they w'ere for-
merly inscribed on the pen-































































Statement Showing tlie Names, lianl; d-c, of Persons Eesiding in
Pension List tinder Act of
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Merrimack County, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscrihed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 1832.
When
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Statement Showing the Names, Rani-, cC-c, of Persons Fesiding in
Pension List under Act of
KEVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 355
RocJciiitjham County, New Hampshire, IFAo Have Been Inscribed on the





Statement Showing the Names, Rani, cCt., of Persons llesiding
in































































































X. H. cont. line
Mass. militia




X. H. cont. line
X. H. militia
X. H. cont. line
X. H. militia
Mass. cont. line











X. H. cont. line
X. H. militia




Boclingliam County, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 1SS2.
When
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Statement Showing the Karnes, Baiil; dr., of Persons Eesiding in
Pension List under Act of
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 859
RocJiingham County, Ntw Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the





Statement Showing ilie Names, Ranh, &c., of Persons Residing in
Pension List under Act of
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS S61
EocJcinyliain Countij, New Ilampslivre, ^Y^lO Have Been Inscribed on the
Congress Passed June 1, 1S32.
When placed
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Statement Showing the Karnes, Banl-, £-c., of Persons Besiding in
Pension List under Act of
REVOLUTIONAKY DOCUMENTS 363
Rochingliam Counfi/, New Hampshire, ^Y]lO Have Been Inscribed on the




Statement Showing the Names, BanJc, &c., of Persons Eesiding in
Pension List under Act of
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 365
Strafford County, New HampsMre, llV/o Have Been Inscribed on t'he








Statement Slioic'uuj tlie Names, Bank, &c., of Persons Besiding in
Pension List under Act of
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Strafford County, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the




Siatement Showing the Names, EcdiI-, cfr., of Persons Besiding in
Pension List under Act of
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Strafford County, New Hampshire, ]T7(o Hare Been Inscribed on the
























































































Laws under which they were for-
merly inscribed on the pen-


































Died December 28, 1833.
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Statement Showing tlie Names, RanTc, &c., of Persons Besiding in
Pension List under Act of








































































































N. H. cont. line
N. H. militia
N. H. cont. line
N. H. militia
N. H. cont. line
N. H. militia
N. H. cont. line
Ship Ranger








N. H. cont. line
N. H. militia
X. H. cont. line
N. H. militia




X. H. cont. line
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Strafford County, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Congress Passed June 7, ISS^.
^\hen placed ! ^ ,
on J! •
T, 01 pensionpension roll I '
Laws under which they were for-
merly inscribed on the pen-







Statement Showing the Names, Bank, &c., of Persons Residing in
Pension List under Act of
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Strafford County, New Hampshire, WJio Have Been Inscribed on the






Laws under which thej^ Avere for-
Ag-es
I
merly inscribed on the pen-
sion roll; and remarks.
Apr.
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Statement SJioiving the Names, Banl-, d-c, of Persons Residing in
Pension List under Act of
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Strafford County, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
















Laws under which they were for-
merly inscribed on the pen-
sion roll; and remarks.
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Statement Showing the Names, Bank, &c., of Persons Eesiding in
Pension List under Act of
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Sullivan Counii/, Neiu Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 1832.
Wher
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Statement Showing the Names, Batik, &c., of Persons liesiding in
Pension List under Act of
REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 379
Sullivan County, New Hampshire, Who Have Been Inscribed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 1832.
When placed
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Statement Showing the Names, Banlc, &c., of Persons Besiding in
Pension List under Act of
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Sullivan County, New Hampshire, ^Yllo Have Been Inscrihed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 1832.
When
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Statement Showing the Names, Rank, &c., of Persons Besiding in


















































































































































R. I. state troops
Mass. cont. line
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Sullivan County, New Hampshire, Vilio Have Been Inscribed on the
Congress Passed June 7, 1832.
\Mieu placed
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Statement Showing the Names, Eanl-, d-c, of Persons Besidiiig in
Pension List under Act of
EEV^OLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS [385
Sidlivan County, New Hampshire, ITViO Have Been Inscribed on the













Statement Showing the Names, Bank, £•€., of Persons Residing in the State of
the loth of


































NEW HAMPSHIRE PENSION ROLL OF 1840
Reprinted from "A Census of Pensioners for Revolutionary
or Military Services, with Their Names, Ages, and Places of Resi-
dence, Returned by the Marshals of the Several Judicial Districts,
under the Act for Taking the Sixth Census. Washington : Printed
by Blair and Ives, 1841."
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iNames of pensioners for
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Xames of pensioners for
Kevolutionary or military
services
Names of heads of families
with whom pensioners










































































































Names of pensioners for
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Names of heads of families
with whom pensioners






















Names of pensioners for
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Xames of pensioners for
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Names of pensioners for
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Names of heads of families
with whom pensioners































































Xames of heads of families
with whom pensioners












































Names of pensioners for
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Names of pensioners for
Eevolutionary or military
services
Names of heads of families
with whom pensioners


































































































Names of pensioners for
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Naines of pensioners for
Eevolutionary or military
services
Xanies of heads of families
with whom pensioneis












































Names of pensioners for
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Names of pensioners for
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Names of pensioners for
408 EEVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
Xames of pensioners for
Revohitionary or military
services
Names of heads of families
with ^vhonl pensioners




























































































































Names of pensioners for
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Nlames of heads of families
with whom pensioners
resided June 1, 1840.
Daniel Rnssell
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Names of heads of families
with whom pensioners






















Names of pensioners for
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Names of heads of families
with whom pensioners
























Names of pensioners for
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Names of pensionei-s for
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Names of i>ensioners for
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Na-mes of heads of families
Avith whom pensioners














































































Naines of heads of families
Avith whom pensioners


























Names of pensioners for
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The heirs of Robert and









Names of pensioners for
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Xames of pensioners for
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jSTames of pensioners for
Kevolutionary or military
Names of heads of families
with, whom pensioners









































































































Names of pensioners for
Eevolutionary or military
services
Names of heads of families
with, whom pensioners





































































































Names of jDensioners for
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Xanies of pensioners for
EEVOLUTIONAKY DOCUMENTS 429
Names of pensioners for
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Names of pensioners for
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]Vames of jjensioners for
Eevolutionary or military
services
A'ames of heads of families
with whom pensioneis

































Names of pensioners for
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Names of pensioners for
MAJOR JOHN BROWN'S DETACHMENT.
GREEN MOUNTAIN BOYS.
[ The regiment commanded by Colonel Timothy Bedel in 1775 was
the outgrowth of a timid beginning. Having raised three regiments
to serve in the siege of Boston, the provincial congress in May, 1775,
ordered that a company not exceeding sixty men be enlisted in
Grafton county for the defense of the northern frontier of New
Hampshire. Eight days later a second company was authorized, and
soon a regiment was raised and placed under the command of Colonel
Bedel.
Mindful of the sad experience of the earlier wars and the incur-
sions of Indians from Canada, and listening to the appeals of Ethan
Allen, John Brown, Timothy Bedel, and other brave and impetuous
men worthy of mention, the New England colonies, in the summer
of 1775, ordered an invasion of Canada. It was an heroic measure,
and the story of this expedition is one of the most thrilling and
interesting chapters of the Revolution. Of the many brave men
engaged in this exj^loit, one of the most heroic and daring was
Major John Brown,* a graduate of Yale, and a brilliant young law-
yer of Pittsfield, Massachusetts. The term of enlistment of the
regiment of which he was a major expired December 31, 1775. At
his request he was ordered to recruit a battalion from the men whose
term of enlistment was expiring, of which he was given the com-
mand. He enlisted a number of New Hampshire men from Colonel
Bedel's regiment, who remained in the service until May, 1776, when
the American army in Canada was withdrawn.
For some incomprehensible reason the rolls of the four companies
recruited and commanded by Major Brown have strayed to Albany
and into the state archives of New York. For the rolls of Colonel
Bedel's regiment, 1775, see the printed New Hampshire Revolutionary
* Hist. Pittsfield, Mass., vol. 1, p. 181.
435
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Rolls, volume I, page 159, and volume IV, page 14, being volumes
XIV and XVII of the New Hampshire State Papers. Of this reg-
iment fifty-three men reenlisted near Quebec in December and served
under Major Brown.










































Robert Miller, Bradford, Vt.
Sylvanus Owen, Fairlee, Vt.




From Capt. John Parker's company eleven reenlisted:
Lieut. Seth Wheeler Jonathan Richardson
James Gibson Elijah Blodgett
Ephraim Garvin Oliver Hand
:Moses Harriman Samuel Sargent
Jedediah Jewett John French
Moses Flood
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Under date of February 17, 1776, five of these men Avere reported
sick in hospital. They were Samuel Drew and Sauiuel Wallace of
Plymouth, James Gibson of Goffstown, Ira Hand of Bath, and
Joseph Libby of Haverhill. Benjamin Young Smith of Westmore-
land served in ]Major Brown's battalion, but liis name is not found
in the rolls of Colonel Bedel's regiment.
A list of the officers and men in INIajor Brown's detachment was
printed in " New York in the Revolution," second edition, pp. 61
and 62. Copies of the complete rolls of the four companies have
been obtained from the office of the comptroller of the state of
New York, and are here printed, probably for the first time.
In his letter of transmittal the comptroller says : "These muster
rolls comprise all the original documents on file here in relation to
the Green ^Mountain Boys, with tlie exception of a receipt of Reuben
King for half pay as an invalid private. Names appearing in 'New
York in the Revolution,' pages 61 and 62, and not found on these
rolls, were obtained from miscellaneous papers filed with the Revolu-
tionary records in this, office, giving simply the name, corps, and
rank, and from a list of men who served in this detachment, furnished
by the Record and Pension Bureau, War Department, Washington,
D. C."
In connection with the publication of the list of names in jNIajor
Brown's detachment in "New York in the Revolution," pp. 61, 62, the
editor assumes that this battalion foi^med a part of the organization
of hardy and intrepid rangers who became famous, under the name
of the Green Mountain Boys. He bases his conclusions on these facts,
as stated in his prefatory note : " The fact that the Green Mountain
Boys were at Quebec in 1776, that this detachment was also at
Quebec in 1776, that two of, the officers on these rolls. Captain and
Commissary Elijah Babcock and Captain Robert Cochran, are iden-
tical in name and rank with those on a list handed to the Provincial
Congress of New York by Ethan Allen and Seth Warner on July 4,
1775, as officers for the Green Mountain Boys, and the further fact
that none of the men are recorded in any other place or with any
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other organization, all confirm the belief that the soldiers on its rolls
herewith were a part of that historic band."
We present these rolls in full for the information they contain in
regard to the service of men from New Hampshire formerly in Colonel
Bedel's regiment, and as documents of general historical interest
concerning a band of Revolutionary soldiers who rendered services
of great value to the country in time of need, but whose history
and organization have been hitherto almost completely unknown
in the absence of records.
The credit for the discovery of the New Hampshire men in Major
Brown's detachment, for the list of those names herewith included,
and for the facts set forth in this note, is due to Hon. Ezra S. Stearns
of Fitchburg, Mass., formerly Secretary of State of New Hampshire.
—Editor.]
\_Capi. Elijah Bahcock's Company.
'\
A Muster Roll of Captain Elijali Babcocks Company in Major
John Browns Detachment Now in the United Colonies Service Dated
at Camp Near Quebec 12th Day of Feby. 1776.
Captain
Elijah Babcock ingaged 26th Novr. 1775 On command at
Montreal.
First Lieutenant
Wm. Satterlee Adjutant ingaged 26 Novr. 1775
Second Lieutenant





inlisted 26 Novr. 1775
inlisted 26th Do Do
inlisted 26 Do Do
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Corporals
inlisted 26th Novr. 1775
Asaph Putnam
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John Kelley inlistecl do do Ditto prisoner in ye City
Jeremiah Andress do do Ditto died 29th Deer.
Benjamin Griswell ingaged 26th Novr, 1775
Wm. Satterlee Lieut.
Samuel McClure Quarter ]\Iaster Sick at ye Hospital inlisted
26th Novr. 1775.
Drum &




l^Capt. Charles Nelson's Company.']
A Muster Roll of Cap^" Chaiis Nelson's Company in ]\Iajor
John Brown's Detachment now in the service of the United Colonies
dated at Camp Near Quebec 17 Day FeV 1776
Captain
Charls Nelson Novem-- 26 "> 1775
First Lieutenant
Seth Wheelar Nov^ 26"' 1775 present
Second Lieutenant
James Goold Nov'" 26'-'' 1776 present
Serjeants
Jonathan McConnel Serjeant Major Sick Hospital
John Sanborn inlisted Nov"" 26th 1775
Robert Paul inlisted Nov' 26th Ditto
James Hardy inlisted Nov'" 26th Ditto
John Freeman inlisted Nov"" 26th Ditto
Corporals
John Waters inlisted Nov"" 26th 1775
Stephen Beltheh inlisted Nov"^ 26th Ditto
Philip^ Grapes inlisted Nov' 26th Ditto
William Simpson inlisted Nov'' 26th Ditto
Drummer & Fifer
John Cannada inlisted Nov"" 26th 1775











































NoVenn- 26 th Ditto
Novemr 26th Ditto Sick in Hospital
Novemr 26th Ditto
Novemr 26th Ditto
Novr. 26 th Ditto
Novemr 26th Ditto
Novemr 26th Ditto Sick in Hospital
Novemr 26th Ditto present
Novemr 26th present 1.775
Novemr 26th Do Ditto
































































& Receive pay According to the rank they Hold in the Roll. I do
also Certify upon Honour that the Absentees are to the Best of my
knowledge Effectives &; Absent for the Reasons i\Ientioned on the
Other Side, as also that one Dead was an Affective to the time set
opposit his Name
Charles Nelson Capt.
\_Capt. Robert Cochrane' s Company.
~\
A ^Muster Roll of Captn. Robert Cochrans Company & Major
Browns Detachment Now in the Service of the United Colonies,
dated at Camp Near Quebec 16th day Feby. 1776.
Captain
Robert Cochran Novr. 26th 1775
First Lieutenant
Palmerly Allen Novr. 26th 1775 Sick in Hospital
Second Lieutenant
Serjeants
Isaac Buck inlisted 26 Novr. 1775 died 20th Jany 1776
Samuel Dunlap Do Do Do present
Samuel Kellom Do Do Do died 13th Jany. 1776
Corporals
Edward Richards inlisted 2Gth Novemr. 1775 present
Jessey Chipman Do Do Do Sick in
Hospital

























inlisted 26th Novr. 1775 present






Do 26 Do died 31 Jany. 1776
Do 26 Do present
26 1775 Sick in Hospital
26 th Do present
26th Do present
26 th Do Do
inlisted 26th Novr. 1775 present
Do 26th Do waiter in Hospital
Do 26th Do Sick in Hospital
Do 26 th Do present
Do 26th Do Ditto
inlisted 26th Novr. 1775 present
Do Do Do sick in Hospital
inlisted 8th Jany. 1776 sick in Hospital
Do 10th Decern'^ 1775 present
Then mustered in Capt. Cochrans Compy and Major Browns De-
tachment the Capt. one Serjeant one Corporal and eleven privates
This Muster Roll is Taken from the 26 Novr. 1775 to the 30th
Jany. 1776 Inclusive
James Van Rensselaer
Depy. M. M. Genl.
Camp Near Quebec 16th Feby. 1776






I do Certify, upon Honour, that the Officers Non-Commissionecl
Officers & privates who appeared this Day under Arms in my Com-
pany are bonalida ingaged in the service of the United Colonies c^-
Receive Pay according to the Rank they Hold in the Rolls. I do
also certify upon honour that the absentees are to the best of my
knowledge Effectives & Absent for the Reasons mentioned on the
other side, as also that two Serjeants one Corporal & one private
dead was effective to the time set opposit to their Names
Robert Cochran Captn.
\_Lieut. David Pixh'ys Company.']
A Muster Roll of Lieut. David Pixley Company and Genii. Arnolds
Detachment now in the Service of the United Colonies doing duty
In Major Brown's Detachment
—




Joseph Chamberlin sick in hospital
Corporals
Eli Styles present
E lisha Gilbert Ditto
Samuel Rowley inlisted wh Capt" Brown Jany 18th 1776
Eldad Corbit present
Drummer & Fifer
















William Fellows on command wh
ye Carper"




Edward Nayson on Command
Benjamin Nayson Sick present
Amasa Parker
Eliphalet Philbrook Sick in Hospital
John Pasavile present
Samuel Clarke
pr David Pixley Lieut.
Then Mustered in Capt. Goodriches Compy. and Genl. Arnolds
Regt. one Lieutenant one Serjeant three Corporals one Drummer
and Seventeen privates — This INIuster is taken from
James Van Rensselaer Depy. M. M. G'







I do Certify on Honour, that the ( )fficers Non-Coramissioned Officers
& privates who appear'^ this day Under Arms in My Company are
Bonafida ingaged in the Service of the United Colonies & Receive
Pay According to the Rank they hold in the Roll —
I do also Certify that the Absentees are to the best of my know-
ledge Effectives at the time of their Inlistment and are Absent for
the Reasons Set Oppo&it their Names
David Pixley Lent,
Leu* Pixley^ Muster Roll 1776.
LIST OF MEN IN COL. TIMOTHY BEDEL'S REGIMENT
SURRENDERED AT THE CEDARS MAY 21, 177b,
BY MAJOR ISAAC BUTTERFIELD.
[^Fot'ce's Am. ArcldveB, Fifth SWies, vol. I, p. 1G7.'\
Field and Staff.
Isaac Butterfield Major Thomas Hibbard Adjutant




























































































































Captain Robert Livingston Private
1st Lieut. Roger Dutton do.
2d Lieut. James Hartshorn do.
Ensign Abbott Roby do.
Fifer Southerick Weston do.
Private Thomas j\Ielendy do.
do. Sylvester Wilkins do.
do. Robert Cochran do.
do. Aaron Nichols do.
do. James Caldwell Sergeant
do. Robert Campbell do.
do. John Caldwell McNeil do.
do. Samuel Boyd Private
do. Benjamin McAllister do.
do. Timothy Martin do.
do. Hugh McKean do.
do. Jonathan Fifield Corporal
do. Daniel Wilkins Private
do. John Wiley do.
do. Lemuel Curtis do.
do. Stephen Curtis do.
do. Isaac Stearns do.
do. John McClintock do.
do. Obadiah Holt do.
do. Andrew Wilkins Corporal
do. Joseph Lovejoy Private
Corporal Jonathan Farnum do.
do. James Clark do.
Private Jeremiah Lamson do.
do. Amos Boutwell do. •
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Captain Edward Everett's Gom'pany.
Edward Everett

MISCELLANEOUS EOLLS AND OTHER EEVOLU-
TIONARY DOCUMENTS WHICH HAVE BEEN
DISCOVERED SINCE THE PUBLICATION
OF VOLUMES 14 - 17 OF THIS SERIES.

\_Enlistments, Captain Marston's Company, Colonel John WaldrorCs
Regiment.']
We the Subscribers do hereby inlist ourselves as Soldiers in
Captain Simon INlarston's Company, in CoP John Waldrons Reig-
ment to serve in the Continental Army, under the command of his
Excellency General Washington until the first day of April next,
unless sooner discharged.—
And we promise Obedience to all our Officers & to be subject




\_Travel Roll of Men in Col. John Waldrori's Regiment, 1776.']
^^^len marcM
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[^Travel Moll, Captain Marston's Company J]
A Roll of the Travel of the Company Commanded by Captain Simon
Marston in Coloni Joshua Wingets Reg-t Sep^ 10t*i 1776
—
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[^Travel Roll, Captain Marstoris Company.— Continued.']
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\_(}fficers of Colonel Reed's Regiment.']
We the Subscribers have recived of [torn]
commanded by James Eeed Esqr the [torn]
We being Officers in Said Eegiment
James Eeed Coll
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[Field and Staff, Second Regiment.'\
461
Muster Roll of the Field and Staff Officers, of the 2^ N Hampr Regiment
with such Xoncommissioned Officers as are not attached to any Company.
Ranks
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[ One Month's Men, Captain Jones's Company.'^
A Return of the month men for Rations their Names the Towns
& Number of miles Distance— Jan*^^' 1^' 1776
N B the Names Plere inserted Ingag'' with Cap* John Jones
CoP Reeds Reg*—
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[^Officers' Receipts, Colonel Reed's Regiment.']
Camp on Winter Hill March 29: 1776
we the Subscriber have Reed of Isaac Frye Qr Mr of Collo James [ReecVs]
Rigt the Sums anexed to ouer Names for Back allowance for the months
of February and march 1776 Due 'to ouer Several Companys
Isaac Stone Lieut
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[Officer's of the Second Regiment, September, 1778.'\
Muster Roll of the Field and Staff and Commissioned





{Officers of the Second Regimenl, October, 1778.']
Muster Roll of Field Staff & Commissioned Officers of the Second New
Hampshire Forces in The Serv-ice of The United States Commanded By






















































Prisoner of War on Parole
On Furlo. Sepf 6 for 90 Days
By Geni Poor








\_Capt. Frederick M. BelVs Compayiy, June^ 1778.
']
A Muster Roll of the Late Capt Fredricks M* Bells Company in the 2<3










1 2^ Ebenezer Light Lent
November 8^^ 1776
Samuel Adames Ensign
Joiud June 29, 1778
on Comand att Brunsv^-ick
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Proof of the Effective
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l_Capt. James Carrs Company , July, 177S.~\
Muster Roll of Capt James Carr's Company 2<l N. Hampshire Regiment













[^Capt. James Norris's Company^ July, 1778.
'\
A Muster Koll of Capt Jams Morris's Compy in the 2<i X H Batt" in the
Service of the U. States Commd by Col. Nathan Hale
—
^ ,-,{ April 2d 1777 James Nichols ?A LieiitCommission a I tvt „ „ -.^~r' ^ \. -\r ^ -i7> .,
j
Novr 8 1776 Josiah Meloon Ens"
No
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Proof of the Effectives
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\^Capt. Caleb Robinson''s Company, July, 177S.']
Muster Roll of Capt Caleb Robinson's Company in 2d New Hampshire
Battl in the service of the United States Commanded by Col Nathan
Hale —
'' Novemr S^ii 1776 Capt Caleb Robinson. Taken prisoner July
7th 1777— Join'd June 24tli 1778
Do First Lieu* Moses Dustin Do
D" Joind July IS, 1778
Do Second Lieu* Micah Hoite— on Fui-low
—













Inlisted FebJ' 9th Do
do May 12th 1778.
Guard
on Guard
Camp North Castle July 22^1 1778
Mustered then Capt Caleb Robinson's Compy as Specified in the above Roll
F. Green, D. M. M.
Proof of the Effectives
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[ Officers of the Third Regiment, July, 1778.~\
A Muster Roll of the Field staff & commission'd Officers of the 3d
Battalion of Xevv Hampshire Forces in the Service of the LTnited States








[Officers of the Second Regiment, May, 1779.']
Muster Roll of the Field Staff & other Commissioned OflScers in the
second Battallion of Xew Hampshire Forces, of the United States of
America Commciti by L* Colo Geo: Reid for May 1779
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Camp at Easton June lltt" 17T9 Then Mustered the above Otficers as
specilied in the above Ivoll




[^Officers of the Third Regiment, October, 1779.
']
Muster Tfoll of the Field, Staff, and comission'd Oflficers of the 3d New






\_Coloner8 Company/, Third Regiment, April., 1779.
']
A Muster Roll of Colo Scammells Company in the third Battallion of New
Hampshire Forces, in the Service of the United States of America Com-
manded by Alexr Scammell Esq^ for April 1779
Xov 8tJi 1776 Alexr Scammell Colo on Command as Adj* General.
Appointed^ Deer 22: 1778 And^ ML'Gatfey Capt Lieut Sick at Hartford
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Capt. Nathaniel Hutehins's Company^ July^ 1778.']
A Muster Eoll of Captain Nathaniel Hutohins Company in the First
Battalion New hampshire forces in the Service of the United States Com-
manded By Colo Joseph Cilley for July 1778
—
April 3d 1777 Captain Nathaniel Hutchins on Deatchment
November 8*-ii 1776 1st Leiut Simon Sartweell








\_Capt. Nathaniel Hutchins's Company, August, 1778.']
A Muster Roll of Captin Nathanel Hutchins Company in the first Bat-
talion In New Hapshire forces In the Sarvice of the united States Com-
manded By Colo Joseph Cilley for August In the year 1778
April 3 1777 Captain Nathaniel Hiitchins
November S 1776 Liu* Simon Sartwell






Proof of the Effective
503
504 REVOLUTIONAPwY DOCUMENTS
[Capt. Nathaniel Hutchins's Company, October, 1778.']
A Muster Roll of Capt Nathaniel Hutchins^ Company in the first Battalion
of New Hampshire Forses In the Service of the United States Commanded
by Colo Josejjh Cilley for October 1778
April 3d 1777 Cap* Nathaniel Hutchins
Novemr 8th 1776 Lieut Simon Sartwell Sick at Newton
Novemr 8th 1775 Lieut William Hutchins








\^Capt. Nathaniel Hutcliins's Company, November, 1778.']
A Muster Roll of Captain Nathaniel Hntchinss Company in the first Bat-
talion New Hampshire Forces In the Service of the United States Com-
manded by Colo Jos Cilley for November 1778
r April 3d 1777 Capt Nathaniel Hutchins Sick at Hartford
I Novemr 8 1776 Leiut Simon Sartwell on furlough by Genl
Commissioned -^ Poor Nov IQtii for 60 Days
Novemr 8 1776 Leiut William Hutchins on furlough by Genl








[ Capt. Nathaniel Hutcliins's Company, January, 1779.']
A Muster Eoll of Cap* Nathaniel Hutchins^ Commpany in the First Bat-
talion of New Hampshire Forces In the Service of the United States Com-
manded by Colo Joseph Cilley Taken for January 1779





















































































on Furlough by Genl Poor
[Deer 22 40 days
on Duty
Sick at Hartford
en Furlough by Geni poor
[Dec" 22 40 Days






Proof of the Effective
EEVOLUTIONAKY DOCUMENTS 513
[^Capt. JVathajiiel Hutchins's Company, February, 1779.']
A Muster Eoll of Capt Nathi Hutchinss Company in the First Battalion ofNew Hampshire forces in the Service of the United States Commanded by
Colo Joseph Cilley taken for Feby 1779
Appoin+.pH 5




Proof of the Effective
516 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
[^Capt. Nathaniel Hutchins's Company, March, 1779.]
A Muster Roll of Capt Xathi Hutchins Companj' in the first Battalion of
New Hampshire Forces in the Service of the United States Commanded by
Colo Joseph Cilley Taken for March 1779










Proof of the Effective
IIEVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS 519
\_Capt. Nathaniel Hutcliins' s Company, April to June, 1779.']
A Muster Eoll of Captain Hutcliins Company in the First Battalion of
New Hampshire Forces in the Service of the United States Commanded by
Colo Joseph Cilley for April May & June 1779
Appointed
3d 1777 Captn Nathaniel Hutchins
8 1776 Lt Daniel Clapp
r April
< Novr ^ ^.,„ ^. j^.,,,^^^ v^icj^p





Proof of the Effectives
522 REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTS
[^Capt. Nathaniel Hutehins's Company^ July to September, 1779.']
A ]\Iuster Roll of Caiitain Hutchins Company in the First Battalian of
New Hampshier Forces In the Service of The United States Commanded
By Collo Joseph Cilley for July Augus and Septemr 1779
—
r April 3^ 1777 Cap* Nathaniel Hutchins
\ Noyr Sth 1776 L* Daniel Clapp Left on Command at Wyoming








\_Capt. Nathaniel Hiitchins's Company^ October, 1770.
~\
A Muster Roll of Cap* Hutchinses Company In the First Batalian of New-
hampshier Forces In the Service of the United States Commanded By Colo
Joseph Cilley for ocf 1779
r April ?A 1777 Cap* Nathaniel Hutchins on furlo
\ Novr S 1776 Lt Daniel Clapp Trancefurd











[Capt.N^athaniel Hutchins's Company^ November^1779^ to January^ 1780.]
A Muster Eool of Capt Hutchins as Company In the first Batalian of New
Hampshire Forces In the Servis of the United States Commanded by Col"
Joseph Cilley For November December 1779 and Januarey 1780
Apriel 3d 1777 Capt Nathaniel Hutchins on Furlough






[ Capt. Nathaniel Sutchins's Company, February to June, 1780.']
A Muster Roll of Cap* Nathl Hutchins's Company in the first Battallion
of N Hampshire Forces in the service of the United states Command^ by
Colo Joseph Cilley for the months of Feby March April May & June 1780
. . , , f April 3—1777 NatW Hutchens Cap*ApiJOmted ^ o , «« -.^r.- t t_ -nr-m T-i •







[ Cajjt. Nathaniel Hutchins's Company, July, ITSOJ]
A Muster Roll of Cap* NatW Hutchins Company in the first Battallion of
New Hampshire Foi-ces in the Servis of the United States Command'^ by
Colo Joseph Cilley for the Month of July
. April 3d 1777 Nathi Hutchins Capt
March 25th 1730 Thomas Blake Leiutenant
tieptr 20 1777 Joseph Mills Ens° Transfired to 4th Capt Comp



































Permoted Serjt Augt 1th 80
on Command wth Genl Poor










\_Capt. Natlianiel HutcJdns's Company^ November and December, 17S0.'\
A Muster Roll of Cap* Nathaniel Hutchins Company in the First Battalion
of New Hampr Forces in the Service of the United States, Commanded by
Colo Joseph Cilley For Novr & Deer 1780
Appointed
April 3d 1777 Nathaniel Hutchins Capt Sick Present
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Amherst." 4, 7, 165, 172, 174,
180-182, 184-188, 190
194, 196, 197,
Andover 181, 182, 186, 192,
(New Breton) 181, 182, 186,
Antrim 7, 165, 179, 187, 189,
Atkinson 8, 9, 165, 177, 178, 180,

















Barnstead 10, 165, 393
Barring-ton 10, 13, 165, 179, 181, 394
Bartlett 394
Bath 394, 437




Boscawen 15, 17, 165, 176, 178, 179
184, 187, 190, 193, 197, 395
Bow 17, 18, 165, 178, 188, 395
Bradford 395
Bradford, Yt 436
Brentwood 19, 21. 165, 175, 177, 180-




Brookline 21, 165. 174, 178, 179
187. 190, 193, 194, 396
(Eaby) 174, 178, 179, 187
190, 193, 194
Camden (Washington) 187, 193, 194
Campton 396
Canaan 22, 165, 396
Candia 23, 165, 174-181, 183, 184,
187, 189-192, 195-197,
Canterbury 25, 165, 177, ISO, 185,
Cedars
Center Harbor
Charlestown..l74, 175, 177-179, 182,
185, 190-192, 195, 196,
Chatham
Chester 26, 165, 178-183,
193, 195, 196, 397,
Chesterfield 30, 32, 33, 165, 179,
Chichester
Claremont 33^
Cockermonth (Groton and Hebron)
Concord 35, 165, 177, 181, 186,





























Danville.. 39, 165, 175, 177, 179, 180, 184
185, 191, 194, 197, 198, 400
(Hawke)...39, 41, 175, 177, 179, 180
184, 185, 191, 194, 197, 198
Dartmouth College 196
Deerfield 41, 165, 172, 175, 186-189
194, 195, 401, 456-459




Dover 180, 184, 401
Dublin 44, 45, 165, 176, 185
186, 189, 195, 197, 402
Dunbarton 46, 47, 165, 176, 177
181, 186, 195, 402
(Gorharatown) 195
Dunstable (Nashua) 172
Durham 176, 179, 402
544 INDEX
East Kingston 47, 165, 402
Eaton 402
Effing-ham 48, 165, 402
(Leavittstown) 48
Enfield 49, 165, 403
Epping- 49, 52, 166, 184, 186
403, 456, 457
Epsom 53, 166, 403, 458, 459










Fremont 175, 177, 183, 184
(Poplin) 177, 183, 184, 457
Georges, Mass 462
Gilford 405
Gilmanton 54, 56, 57, 166, 405
Gilsum 58, 166, 174, 175, 177
183, 184, 198, 406









Halestown (Weare) 178, 195
Hampstead 58, 60, 61, 166, 174, 175
177, 179, lSl-184, 188, 189
191, 193, 407
Hampton 61, 63, 64, 166, 174, 177
178. 183, 407, 458





Hawke (Danville) .. .39, 41, 175, 177, 179




Henniker 64, 65, 166. 174, 176
18S, 193, 409
Hill 409
Hillsborough... 65, 166, 183, 1S4, 195, 409






Hopkinton 67, 69, 166, 410
Hubbardston, Mass 462
Hudson 69, 166, 411
(Nottingham West) 69, 71
Jackson 411
Jaffrey 179, ISO, 196, 411
Jefferson 411
Keene 71, 74, 166, 174-176, 17S-1S3
185, 186, 188, 189, 194, 195, 197, 411
Kensington 74, 75, 166, 180, ISl
194, 412
Kingston 76, 79, 166, 177, lSO-183






Lebanon 79-81, 166, 412
Lee 81, 83, 166, 413
Lempster 83, 84, 166, 175, 413
Lisbon 412
Litchfield 175, 179, 192, 414
Littleton 414
Londonderr3^...84, 166, 174-176. 180-185
187-194, 196, 197, 414
Loudon 90, 91, 166, 414, 457
Lyman 414
Lyme 415
Lyndeborough 187, 193, 415
Madbury 196, 415
Manchester 91, 166, 416
(Derryfield) 91
Marlborough 92, 166, 172, 175, 179
185, 186, 188, 191, 196, 416
(Monadnock Xo. 5) 92, 93. 179
1S6, 196
Marlow 177, ISl, 184-186, ISS
194, 196, 416
Mason 180, 195, 416
Medford, Mass 436
Meredith 93, 166, 416, 457
INDEX 545
Merrimack... 177, 178, 184, 185, 187, 189





Monadnock Xo. 5 (Marlborough) . .92









New Boston.. 94, 166, 174, 176, 179,
187, 188, 191, 195-197,




New Ipswich.. 174-179, 181-183, 185,
188-194, 196, 197,
New London
New Salisbury (Salisbury) ... .175,
Newbury
Newcastle 96, 166, 175, 178,
187,
Newing-ton .97, 121, 166,
Newmarket... 99, 166, 176, 177, 180,
192, 420, 458,
Newport 102. 103, 166,
Newton 174, 177-180, 195, 197,





121, 167, 175, 176, 179, 181, 183,
188, 190, 191, 193, 197, 421, 457-




Packersfield (Nelson) 94, 175, 176
186, 194
Pelham 176, 178, 197, 422
Pembroke 108, 167, 187, 189
192, 196, 422
(Suncook) 187, 189
Peterborough Ill, 112, 167, 174-178
180-197, 422






































Plaistow 174, 175, 177, 178, 181-186
190, 193, 194, 196, 197, 423
Plymouth 191, 423, 437
Poplin (Fremont) 177, 183, 184, 457
Portsmouth 113, 121, 167, 174-178
180-186, 188-196, 423
Princeton, Mass 462
Eaby (Brookline) 174, 178, 179, 187
190, 193, 194
Randolph 424
Ka.ymond 192, 424, 457, 459
Pichmond 122, 167, 174-180, 182, 185
186, 188, 190-193, 195-197, 424
Pdndge 125, 127, 167, 192, 195, 424




Rye...'. 131, 133, 167, 185, 425
Salem 133, 136, 167, 172, 174, 178
181, 182, 197, 198, 425
Salisbury 136, 137, 167, 175, 185
190, 193, 425, 458
(New Salisbury) 175, 458, 459
Sanbornton "^...138, 139, 167, 425
Sandown 139, 141, 157. 177, 181
1S3, 186, 192-196, 426
Sand^yich 141, 142, 167, 426
Saville (Sunapee) 148
Seabrook 142, 167, 177, 180-182, 426
Sharon 427
Shelburne 427
Society Land 174, 179
Somer'sworth 181, 182, 185, 189, 191
192, 195, 197, 198, 427





Stoddard 175, 178, 179, 185, 191
193, 195, 197, 428
Strafford 428
Stratford 428
Stratham 145. 167, 428
Sullivan 428
Sunapee 148, 167, 429
(Saville) 148
Suncook (Pembroke) 187, 189




Swanzey 179, 183, 194, 429
Tamworth 429
Temple 149, 151, 167, 174, 176, 177




Unity 151, 152, 167, 430
Wakefield 152, 167, 182, 431




Wasliington 175, 193, 194, 431
(Camden) 187, 193. 19 t
Weare...l53, 155, 156, 167, 177, 178, 185
188, 190, 193, 195, 197, 432
(Halestown) 178, 195
Wentworth 432




Wilton 159, 161, 167, 174, 185, 188
190, 191, 194, 195. 433
Winchester 161, 167, 177, 179, 184
186, 192, 193, 433






















David 108, 110, 262
Edward 36
Elias 276, 420, 448
Enoch 218, 394
Ephraim 5, 37, 44, 457
Ezra 276, 322, 448, 449
George 36, 234, 469
George, Jr 37


































Timothy 489, 491, 493









Daniel 127, 306, 397














John 94, 282, 388, 402, 405, 428
Jonas 416
Jonathan 58, 87, 462

















Thomas 174, ?.64, 405
Timothy 45
William 92, 117, 174, 276
Zanin 214
Aiken, Andrew 276
James 8, 14, 27




























































Alld or Allds, Benjamin 174, 262
Samuel 86
William 450











John 136, 250, 450
Joseph 123
















































Anderson, Allen 354, 414
David 85
James 85, 86
John 86, 163, 174
Robert 88
Samuel 85
Thomas 24, So, 354, 397
William 86
Andrews, Ammi 208, 334
Benjamin 427
Ebenezer 322






Moses . . . .' 445



















Arickson, Samuel C 214

















Ashton, Thomas B 473
Aspinwall, Zalmon 80










Nathaniel 17, 344, 395
Samuel 16
Simeon 16
Stephen 488, 490, 492























Averill, Daniel 334, 417
Ebenezer 7, 445
John 6, 433
Thomas, J r 6





























































Daniel 154. 334, 410
David 134








John 44, 84, 133, 322
John, Jr 134


























































Uriah 159, 488, 490, 492
William Hudson 174



























W 489, 491, 494
Zebulon 101, 458
Barclay, see Barkley.
Bard, William *. 109
Barden, James 240
Sarah 428
Barker, Abijah 334, 393
Alexander 447
Benjamin 145, 308


























Barnes. Amos 294, 400, 498, 501, 504



























Lemuel 322, 404, 414
Moses 66. 70, SS, 175








John V 204, 405
Joshua 175
Moses 6, 250, 413
Nathaniel 175
Samuel 334
William 149, 308, 406






















































Samuel 73, 175, 200. 308
Batchelder, Abraham 90, 105
Amos 334, 404
Archelaus 262



















John.. 42, Gl, 74, 10(3, 3J4, 403, 45o
456, 459
John, Jr 41, 424
Jonathan . .57, 5S, 175, 250, 406, 455
457
Joseph 75





Xathan 42, 47, 90, 91, 455, 456











William 498, 501, 504, 507, 510






















Beaman, see also Bemain.
Joseph 449
Bean, Benjamin 17, 43, 136, 141
175, 250, 430
Bean, coiit.
Daniel 175, 276, 376, 405
David 23, 55, 141




James 21, 108, 214
James, Jr 214
Jeremiah 21, 77, 212, 354, 433
John 25, 101, 137















































Rosiah 532, 535, 537
Bezar, Alexander 445
Beky, Ma g-nus 175
Bela'oh, William 146
Belding, Moses 162, 479
Stephen 162















William M 461, 464, 466, 481, 482
Bellows, Jesse 175
Bemain, see also Beaman.
George 450














Jeremiah 175, 344, 414
John 19, 100, 402



















Bergin, Edward Hall 3
John 127, 238
Berkeley', see Barkley.




















Bethel, Stephen 436, 441
Bettis, see also Battis.
Jonathan SO












John 10, 106, 354, 421
Jonathan 129







Thomas 68, 106, 118












































John 96, 111, 175





















Samuel 7, 233, 344, 432
Thomas 43,' 468
William 152, 175
















Jonathan S, 40, 63, 105
Jonathan, Jr 40































James 26, 461, 478, 4S3, 484
Jonathan 25


























































Bly, Moses 354, 423
William 82






























Boutell, see also Boutwell.
Joseph 4, 6
Reuben 4
















Bowker, Samuel W 308
Bowles, James 498, 501, 504, 507, 510





























































John 7, 134, 334
Samuel 66, 308, 465
Simon 134
Timothy 65
William 4, 44, 354, 450




























































Eliphalet, Jr 71, 74
Elisha 72
Jacob 250
Nathaniel 72, 250, 421






































Brown, Aaron 24, 111, 158
Abel 144, -176, 294
Abijah 94
Abraham 3, 4, 48, 50, 69
Abraham, Jr 3, 50
Alexander 450
Asenath 233
Benjamin 10, 49, 69, 75, 103
144, 294
Benjamin, Jr 49




















James 42, 344, 354, 409, 458
Jemima 418
Jeremiah 354. 420, 427. 456
Jeremiah, Jr 420
Job 131
John.. IS, 103, 106, 143, 150, 159, 233
418, 422, 435-438, 440, 441, 444-446
448, 451, 528, 532
•John, Jr 11
Jonas 334
Jonathan 24, 75, 131
Joseph 4. 12. 40. 60. 75. 308
Joseph, Jr 75
Joshua 50, 354, 398
Joshua, Jr 103








Moses GO, 62, 129, 158, 294, 424











Eichard: 133, 152, 464
Robert 48
Samuel 24, 28, 60, 62, 66, 141
Samuel, Jr 60, 62















Brudd, Thomas K 334






















Buckm'an, Elias 322, 408
Buckminster, Benjamin M 393
Buckman, Joses 262














































































James 294, 354, 427












Burns, George 5, 71
George, Jr 71
James 176




William 14, 70, 71


































































































James... 14, 69, 95, 164, 176, 262, 450
James, Jr 69
John 69, 71, 176
Joseph 70
Paul 176
Samuel 69. 153. 176, 262, 498. 501
504, 507, 509, 510, 512, 513, 515, 516
519
Thomas 46, 70
William 14, . S3





























Samuel 498, 501, 504, 507, 510
513, 516, 519, 522, 525, 529
Silas 24, 176
Thomas 498, 501, 504, 507, 510






Daniel 7, 240, 262
David 64, 88
Henry 87, 163, 164
Hugh 14, 135
Hugh, Jr 135
James 22, 163, 200, 334, 376
Jesse 376
John 70, 121, 163, 176
Robert 65, 95, 176, 264, 450
Samuel 164
Thomas 176
































































James 238, 262, 388, 464, 466
471, 472, 481, 482
Jesse 346, 420




















Carter, Benjamin G 117







Jacob 35, 78, 354, 404
Jacob, Jr 78






























Eliphalet 439, 534, 537

















William, Jr 10, 13, 119
William T .^ 396
Cater, Edward 11, 294
John 11
Levi 110













John 67, 262, 498, 501, 504, 507





















































Joseph 9, 50, 51, 68, 354




























Joseph 86, 100, 218
Richard 378, 392

























John... 37, 76, 103, 136, 143, 156, 376
Jonathan 51,67, 138, 147, 294
Jonathan, Jr 142, 146
Joseph 376, 494
Joshua 71, 177




Moses 41, 146, 354, 394, 401
Nancy 233
Nathan ...76










Stephen 41, 70, 76







Chellis, see also Challis.
Christopher 475
Elizabeth 412
Enos 177, 498, 501, 504, 507, 510

















































John 11, 46, 426, 445
Joseph 451
Joshua 498, 501, 504, 507, 510













Jonathan 177, 264, 483
Joseph... 106, 214, 421, 474, 477, 498
501, 504, 507, 510, 513, 516, 519, 522
525, 528, 531, 534, 536, 537
Moses 137
Samuel 142, 154, 177, 376, 393































John 24, 87, 115, 138, 147, 177
276, 306, 324
Jonathan 13, 50, 56, 93, 105, 218
252, 306, 324, 400, 431
Jonathan, Jr 49, 400
Joseph 29, 68, 100, 116, 138, 146
Joseph, Jr 145





Moses 147, 148, 412















Stephen 24, 52, 346
Taylor 146
Thomas 6, 117
William.. 2, 64, 96, 97, 106, 308, 398
Clarkson, James 119
Clay, John 23, 177, 354
William, Jr 425
Clayes, Elijah 465, 466, 481
Clear, Philip 282

































Isaac 40, 344, 414
Israel 46, 455, 456
John 24
John, Jr 77
Joseph 57, 58, 75, 77
Joseph E 414
Richard, Jr 51





Closson, Nathan 177, 386
Clough, Abner 55, 106, 346, 414




Daniel 56, 57, 534, 537












John 135, 294, 434
Jonathan 18, 40, 47, 90, 177














































Morrill 222, 376, 378, 407
Cochran, Elijah 94, 334
Isaac 89, 164
Jacob 137
James... 84, 86, 89, 95, 163, 336, 450
James, Jr 84, 109
James, 3d 110
John 5, 84, 96, 110, 163







Robert 88, 437, 444-44G, 450
Samuel 88, 445
Thomas 96



















Cogswell, Amos 178, 294
Jeremy 55
































Benjamin 138, 139, 344, 429, 432
Chilis F 431
Daniel 144
David 88, 89, 178, 475
Eben 276














John 17, 23, 28, 138, 139, 155
178, 476, 535, 538
John, Jr 154




Moses. . .39. 41, 46, 344, 498, 501, 504













Theophilus 178, 282, 461





















































Como, Francis 276, 489, 491, 493

























John Thing 68, 498, 501, 504, 507














































John 39, 158, 178, 498, 501, 507








Copp, Aaron 178, 224
Benjamin 38, 130











































Cortlandt, Philip 470, 472
Cosey, Da\id 411
Cossit, Ranna 35


































































Daniel 68, 498, 501, 504, 507, 510



























































































Daniel 41, 455, 456













John 8, 47, 69, 135, 144, 178














Theophilus 179, 324, 396







Isaac Palmer 250, 400
Jacob 5, 308, 418
Jacob, Jr 5
James 462










Cushing', Daniel 364, 401
John 179, 334


































































































John 11, 73, 378
Jonathan 284




Samuel 73, 106, 108, 110, 140
458, 473
Danielson, Charles 10, 179
James 11
Lev-i 11














































Daniel 118, 125, 140, 427







Isaac 30, 69, TnO
Jacob 356, 397, 418
James 11, 31, 82, 179
John.. 82, 95, 118, 179, 264, 276, 356
412
Jonas 242
Jonathan 30, 106, 346, 356, 414
421




Josiah 179, 214, 346, 419
Lewis 393







Eeuben 11, 79, 153
Eichard 126
Robert 35, 106
Samuel 3, 16, 30, 53, 78, 103, 179
218, 346, 399, 406, 425, 462, 469, 528
531, 534, 537









William 69, 90, 126






















Dearborn, Abraham F 235







Henry 39, 105, 478, 480, 483, 518
James 100, 147
Jeremiah 75, 104
John 28, 62, 103, 145, 284
Jonathan 27
Joseph 27, 103, 324, 356, 407








Reuben Gove, Jr 103




















































Dickev, Adam 14, 86
David 29


































John 163, 276, 420
Mary 393
Robert 29, 163








Doak, James, Jr 96
Docken, Hannah 421





























































Dore, Benaiah 296, 417
Jonathan 324, 417
Dorman, Ephraim 72




























John 9, 61, 405
John, Jr 9
Jonathan 20, 57, 75, 81, 144, 156
^Joseph 63, 64, 75, 346, 398
Josiah 75, 456
Nathan 75, 284
















Dowd, James 498, 501, 508, 510, 513















John 98, 284, 398



















James 346, 423, 457



















John 11, 90, 91, 404
Obadiah 13
Samuel 10, 436, 437, 442
Silas 10, 13
Thomas 129




















Daniel 56, 102, 228
David son ISO
Ebenezer 33
Ephraim 489, 491, 493
James 20
Jeremiah, Jr 180
John 19, 56, 113
John, Jr 19














































John 105, 296, 426





















Stephen 284, 498, 501, 507, 510



































Benjamin 36, 40, 67, 75, ISO, 356
Caleb 180
Daniel 47
Ebenezer. .54, 76, 79, 138, 252, 475
Edmund 59




Henry 228, 336, 406
Ichabod 70
Jacob 40, 278
James 284, 326, 409, 469
Jeremiah 41, 459
John 44, 79, 523, 526, 529, 532
Jonathan 36, 59
Joseph 17, 36, 67
Joseph, Jr 37
Joshua 59














Samuel...' 40, 154, 346, 410
Stephen 17, 40, 68, 180
Susanna 433
Thomas.. 69, 154, 204. 324, 326, 499
502, 508, 510, 513, 516, 519, 522, 525
529, 532, 535
Timothy 16





David 142, 356, 427







James 23, 59, 180
Jesse .24, 180












Silvanus ISO, 356, 427
Thomas 37
Tristram 142










James... 49S, 502, 508, 510, 513, 516


















































Jacob ISO. 35C), 39<?
James 232
Elliott, coiit.
John... 10, 17, 121, 180, 214, 278, 399
John, Jr IG









William 180, 252, 401
Ellis, see also Allis.
Barnabas 33











































James 155, 235, 416
John 81, 242, 310






















































Ervin, James 208, 214

























































Fairfield. Elijah.. 499, 502, 508, 511, 514






























John.. 37, 523, 526, 528, 531, 534, 537
Jonathan 450














































































John 137, 143, 431
Jonathan 326
Joseph 78, 264, 326, 448
Josiah 326, 396


















Eleazer 181, 458, 476
John 346, 394
William 242, 296













Jonathan 52, 252, 430




















Fifield, Abraham 137. 346, 425








Jonathan 51, 136, 137, 450, 457





Stephen 21, 24, 63, 181
William 36, 47
Winthrop 346
Finley , Joseph 87
Finney, Eleazer 346











Thomas 12, 232, 233, 336, 404
Timothy 39
William 30






































Benjamin 139. 155, 231
Christopher 144
Daniel 69
David 40, 278, 405
Ezekiel 16, 144, 181
Isaac 40
Isaiah 144
Jacob 16, 181, 499, 502, 508, 511





John.. 15, 499, 502, 508, 510, 513, 516
519, 523, 525, 529
Jonathan 75

























































Seth 49, 52, 103

















Folsom, Abraham 49, 57, 93
Andrew 100
Asa 101, 284, 401






Jeremiah 100, 366, 457
John 93, 99, 100, 138, 456
Jonathan 55, 101
Joseph 100

























Forrev, see also Torrev.
Samuel \ 93



















Jeremiah 11, 99, 366
Job 131
































James 128. 150, 242

































Foye, John, Jr 13
' Joseph 218

















































James 17, 128, 143
John 77, 94, 436, 442
Jonathan 40, 326, 403
Jonathan, Jr 40
Joseph... 8, 50, 60, 137, 181, 252, 310
Joseph, Jr 59




































Isaac 463, 479, 483, 4SS-492, 494
495
Fryer, William 109




























































Gains, George 113, 121
Thomas 113
Gale, Amos 3. 77
Bartholomew 54, 218
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